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ABSTRACT
In this thesis we investigate the usage of several agile software development methods as well as the usage of certain agile core practices. By conducting a web survey, we examine what makes these
practices beneficial and what tends to make them rather less suitable
for certain situations. Based on the results, we finally set up some
recommendations for practitioners to reflect upon and improve their
own software development process. Concerning these recommendations as well as the list of the investigated practices, we hope (and
are almost sure) that there are some practices or ideas contained
which are worth at least thinking about.
The main findings of this thesis are:
 Agile software development methods have already entered the
professional market but they are still no cure-all. In many
cases they also produce only middle-quality software. Nevertheless, there is – even if only little – evidence that at least XP
projects meet the requirements of the customer better than traditional, non-agile methods.
 For a successful software development project it is important
that it has a suitable requirements engineering process, that the
produced software is tested sufficiently (using automated regression testing among other types of testing), that there is a
good communication between the customer and the developer
side, that the risks of the project are considered, that the pros
and cons of practices are considered and that processes are
improved continuously.
 Besides, it is important to consider the whole context when
implementing a certain practice. For some contexts, certain
practices do not fit for their purpose and this has to be realized. However, certain shortcomings of a specific practice
might be reduced or even eliminated if implemented in combination with other practices.
Keywords: agile software development, agile software development methods, agile practices, Extreme Programming.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
(German translation of abstract)
In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir sowohl die Verwendung von agilen
Software-Entwicklungsmethodiken als auch die Verwendung bestimmter darin verwendeter Praktiken. Durch eine Internet-Umfrage
versuchen wir herauszufinden, wo die Vor- und Nachteile bei den
einzelnen Praktiken liegen und geben daraufhin einige Empfehlungen bzw. Denkanstöße für Praktiker, damit diese ihren eigenen
Software-Entwicklungsprozess überdenken und ggf. verbessern
können. Was unsere Empfehlungen als auch die Liste mit den untersuchten Praktiken angeht, hoffen wir (und sind uns sogar ziemlich
sicher), dass einige Praktiken oder Gedanken dabei sind, über die es
sich zumindest lohnt, einmal nachzudenken.
Die hauptsächlichen Erkenntnisse dieser Arbeit sind:
 Agile Software-Entwicklungsmethodiken werden inzwischen
auch schon im professionellen Bereich verwendet, aber sie
sind immer noch kein Allheilmittel. In vielen Fällen produzieren sie immer noch Software von mittlerer Qualität. Nichtsdestotrotz gibt es einige, wenn auch nur schwache Hinweise
darauf, dass zumindest XP-Projekte die Anforderungen der
Kunden besser erfüllen als traditionelle, nicht-agile Methodiken.
 Für die erfolgreiche Software-Entwicklung ist es wichtig, einen passenden Systemanalyse-Prozess zu haben, dass die
Software ausreichend getestet wird (u.a. durch ein automatisches Regressionstesten), dass die Kommunikation zwischen
Kunden- und Entwicklerseite stimmt, dass Projektrisiken in
Betracht gezogen werden, dass Vor- und Nachteile von Praktiken abgewägt werden und dass Prozesse kontinuierlich verbessert werden.
 Darüber hinaus ist es wichtig, dass stets der Gesamtzusammenhang betrachtet wird, wenn es darum geht, eine bestimmte
Praktik zu implementieren. Nicht alle Praktiken passen für alle
Situationen, und das muss erkannt werden. Allerdings ist es
durchaus denkbar, dass die Nachteile einer bestimmten Praktik durch den zusätzlichen Einsatz anderer Praktiken reduziert
oder gar eliminiert werden können.
Schlüsselwörter: Agile Software-Entwicklung, Agile SoftwareEntwicklungsmethodiken, Agile Software-Entwicklungspraktiken,
Extreme Programming.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to give the reader an introduction into the subject of this
thesis. Thereby, we first explain why we exactly chose the topic at hand. Next, we define the objective and the task underlying this thesis more detailed, before we give an
overview on the further structure of this thesis.

1.1

Motivation for this thesis
Nowadays, software becomes more and more important to all parts of life [Jones97].
But still, although software is being written now for more than 40 years [Cortada02], it
seems that many software development projects do not deliver the quality as required
by the software’s stakeholders. Users e.g. often complain that their real requirements
are hardly met and that the software is too difficult to use [KotSomm98]. Developers
are often dissatisfied with the source code they are supposed to modify because it is
hardly maintainable [Hall01] and project sponsors are often frustrated because the
software is delivered late and/or over-budget [KotSomm98]. Although there is a lot of
research going on on how to write better software, research has also shown that it is
apparently no exception that software development projects do not reach their goals
[Procaccino02]. Thus, one might get the impression that many stakeholders have come
to terms with that situation (and also neglect that project failure rates in other engineering branches are by far lower [Klappholz03]).
As an opposition to these traditional, for many people disappointing, development
practices, the advocates of the “agile movement” try to attack these problems of bad
software (development practices) by more focusing on four certain values that have
become popular by the “agile manifesto” [@Manifesto01]: individuals and interactions over processes and tools, working software over comprehensive documentation,
customer collaboration over contract negotiation and responding to change over following a plan. Based upon these values, several promising agile development methodologies have evolved (such as XP [Beck00], Scrum [@Scrum], DSDM [@DSDM],
etc.) but until today, only little experience from industry on these methodologies and
their benefits has been collected [Abrahamsson02].
In our opinion, such a benefit analysis is not even really needed because, as we
learned by our working experience, there are hardly any projects that explicitly use
certain agile software development methods. Instead, projects rather select the (agile)
practices that apparently fit best for their purposes, ignoring which development
method the practice belongs to. As a result, we consider the usage of agile core practices to be more important than the usage of certain agile methods and therefore have
decided to focus on the question in how far certain practices proposed by the agile
software development methods are used (instead of the agile software development
methodologies themselves). Thereby, our main interest is to evaluate which of the ag-
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ile core practices have proven to be beneficial and which are less suitable for practice
and why. Based on the results of this investigation, we finally want to give recommendations for practitioners to improve their software development process.

1.2

Objective and task definition
The objective of this thesis is to empirically evaluate in how far several agile core
practices are actually used in industry and what is the industries’ opinion on these
practices. Based on this evaluation, the thesis shall give hints and incentives for practitioners to think about and improve their own development process. The thesis shall
give answers to the following research questions:


Which of the agile development practices are not useful for industry and why?



Which agile development methods have proven to be beneficial and why?



How could the beneficial approaches be implemented?



Which problems are there in implementing the new approaches?

In order to achieve the thesis’ objective, it is first necessary that several agile software
development methods are found and investigated on the core practices they recommend. After that, an appropriate empirical research method to evaluate the usage of
these practices has to be found and prepared, before this specific research method is
conducted. Next, the results of the conducted research method have to be analyzed, resulting in recommendations for practitioners to improve their development process.
These recommendations should be based on the conducted research method as well as
on academic literature.

1.3

Structure of the thesis
After the introduction in chapter 1, the following thesis is basically divided into four
main parts.


In chapter 2, we first define the agile core practices to be investigated in this
thesis, based upon an investigation of several agile software development
methods.



In chapter 3, after having selected certain agile core practices, we choose a research methodology for the investigation of these practices and set up a questionnaire that is used for a survey.



In chapter 4, we conclude on the survey itself and analyze the data retrieved by
the survey.



In chapter 5, we give recommendations for decision makers to improve their
software development process.

Chapter 6 finally presents a conclusion from the thesis and gives some suggestions for
further research.

2

CHAPTER

2

AGILE CORE PRACTICES

The purpose of this chapter is to identify several agile core practices of which their usage shall be investigated by this thesis. Thereby, we first give a short introduction into
the “agile movement” and explain what we understand as “agile software development
methods” and “agile core practices”. Next, we briefly present the agile software development methods that are taken into account and based on that, we identify and illustrate the core practices to be investigated. The chapter finally closes with a summary.

2.1

Introduction
History of the “agile movement”. A decisive key role for the upcoming of the agile
movement played certainly Kent Beck who in 1996 was hired as a consultant for a project at former Chrysler. The project Beck was involved was in serious trouble and it
was clear that something had to be changed; otherwise the project would not reach its
deadlines. There was big pressure on the frustrated staff and it seemed that the project
had come to a dead end, so Beck finally convinced Sue Unger, the CIO of Chrysler, to
start the project over (following a one-week break). After having her agreement, Beck
began to interview the project team and as a result, on the basis of his interviews and
his own ideas, he radically improved the project’s software development process: suddenly, things were possible that no one would have believed before. As a consequence
of the experiences Beck made with this project, he enhanced the method used at
Chrysler and thereby, the Extreme Programming (XP) software development method
was born. [@Plamondon03]
The XP method had fairly quickly a large number of supporters and therefore, it came
that in Spring 2000, Kent invited a number of active XPers (people who support and
use XP) and other interested people to discuss various issues in XP. In this meeting, it
was realized that a stronger combination of the approaches of XP with other similar –
at that time called – lightweight methods as e.g. Scrum, Crystal, ASD etc. would be
beneficial and as a result, a following meeting in Snowbird, Utah/USA was organized;
this time trying to cover a wider ground, hence also with experts of other lightweight
methods.
In the beginning of this meeting in Snowbird on February 11-13 2001, the expectations
of the 17 participants on this meeting were quite limited and varying. However, the
participants quickly realized that they have many things in common and that they
agree on many important aspects of software development; the most important one of
these aspects being the need to respond to constant changes. Feeling such a common
sense and being dissatisfied with the current software development practices of these
times, the participants of this meeting were of the opinion that this common sense
should be documented and published as a “rallying cry to the software industry”
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[@Fowler]. Finally, after renaming the term lightweight into agile (the term agile better captures the adaptiveness and response to change), the so-called Agile Manifesto
([@Manifesto01]) was born which is supposed to exactly express this cry. Since late
2001 there is even a non-profit organization, the Agile Alliance [@AgileAlliance],
whose intention is to make the agile ideas more permanent and to act as a center for
furthering agile methods. [@Fowler]
The agile manifesto. As a response to the need to respond to constant changes in the
environment of a software project the agile manifesto defines four different agile values and twelve different agile principles that are both supposed to help in developing
better software. Thereby, the brought-up values of the agile manifesto directly base on
the need to respond to constant changes, whereas the principles of the agile manifesto
base on the values of the agile manifesto. Again, based on these principles are specific
practices which are concretely used to develop software. However, these specific practices are not part of the agile manifesto. Practices are part of the different software development methods. For a better understanding, figure 1 graphically illustrates the relationships between agile values, agile principles and agile practices.

Need to
respond
to constant
changes
Values

Principles

Practices

The fundamental
reason for a new
paradigm
Defines the set of
most important
beliefs of what is
truly important
Defines a set of ways
to meet the values
Defines in detail how
this is implemented
in practice

Fig. 1 Agile values, principles and practices, [@AbrahamssonTut]
In the following, we go into further detail with the mentioned agile values, agile principles and agile practices.
Agile Values. According to [@AbrahamssonTut], the agile values define the set of the
most important beliefs of what is truly important in developing software. Concretely,
these values are:


Individuals and interactions over processes and tools (communication),



Working software over comprehensive documentation (simplicity),



Customer collaboration over contract negotiation (feedback) and



Responding to change over following a plan (courage).

The value individuals and interactions over processes and tools focuses on the members of a software project and how they act together [Martin01]. According to this
value, it is less important that the software process is well-defined and/or powerful
tools are used but it is more important that all involved individuals work together as a
team with a certain team spirit.
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The value working software over comprehensive documentation expresses that the
documentation produced in a software project should be reduced to easily readable
documents that are only written if really necessary [Martin01]. Instead, developers
should focus on the (well-documented) code and use it as primary source of information. Moreover, new project members are trained in using and writing rationale-based
source code, i.e. a source code that e.g. covers only the functionality needed.
The value customer collaboration over contract negotiation underlines close communication with the customer in order to satisfy his needs [Martin01]. The contract including requirements, schedule, and costs should rather evolve from the negotiation
with the customer than being specified in advance.
Finally, the value responding to change over following a plan clearly outlines that
work products such as requirements specifications often might change due to changes
in the business domain or growing knowledge of customers or developers [Martin01].
Consequently, software projects are well-advised to rather plan in the short-term and
respond to changes than strictly following an outdated plan that was planned a long
time ago with missing information. Indeed, long-term plans are also necessary but
these plans should be rather sketchy since the environment changes as time goes by
and any change means effort.
Agile Principles. As shown in figure 1, the twelve principles of the agile manifesto
base on the agile manifesto’s values. The agile principles define a way to meet the agile values [@AbrahamssonTut]. Since we consider the twelve principles to be selfexplaining, we only list them here:


Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous
delivery of valuable software.



Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes
harness change for the customer's competitive advantage.



Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of
months with a preference to the shorter time scale.



Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.



Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and
support they need, and trust them to get the job done.



The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within
a development team is face-to-face conversation.



Working software is the primary measure of progress.



Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers,
and users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.



Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.



Simplicity – the art of maximizing the amount of work not done – is essential.



The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing
teams.



At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then
tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly.

Agile Practices. According to [@AbrahmssonTut], the agile practices define in detail
how a principle is implemented in practice. There is almost an indefinite number of
practices since there is also an almost indefinite number of ways to develop software.
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An example for a practice implementing the last mentioned principle above is e.g.
regular sessions in which developers together think about the lessons they have learned
during the last few weeks. For this thesis, as agile software development methods we
understand certain sets of practices. Thereby, we consider certain roles of persons also
to be practices since these roles are supposed to perform certain work that might also
be expressed in practices. Traditional software development methods differ from agile
software development methods in the way that they are not based on the agile values
or principles. Besides, as agile core practices we understand for this thesis those practices of an agile software development method that are particularly characteristic for
an agile software development method. Next, we will identify the core practices of the
following agile software development methods (the collection of this list is based on
[Abrahamsson02], [@AgileAlliance] and [@AbrahamssonTut]):

2.2



Extreme programming (XP),



Scrum,



Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM),



Feature Driven Development (FDD),



Adaptive Software Development (ASD),



Crystal Family of Methodologies (Crystal),



an agile interpretation of the Rational Unified Process (RUP),



Lean Software Development (LSD),



XBreed,



Internet Speed Development (ISD),



Agile Modeling (AM),



Pragmatic Programming (PP), and



Agile Database Techniques (ADT).

Agile Software Development Methods
In the following, we illustrate each of the agile software development methods that are
mentioned previously. In order to be able to better classify the methods, we categorized them into these groups: process-centric methods, people-centric methods, toolcentric methods and incomplete methods. The following subsections are the basis for
understanding section 2.3 in which we explain the practices that we investigate in this
thesis.

2.2.1 Process-centric methods
As process-centric methods we regard those agile software development methods that
try to improve the product development by focusing on its process. We consider the
methods XP, Scrum, DSDM, and FDD to be process-centric since all of these methods
provide a special process description and are basically not tool-centric such as RUP.
2.2.1.1

Extreme Programming

Extreme Programming (XP) is an agile software development method that was created
by Kent Beck and was first used in 1996 in a project at Chrysler [Plamondon03]. Fig-
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ure 2 shows the life cycle of the XP process which we explain in the following according to [Abrahamsson02].
The XP life cycle consists of six phases: the exploration phase, planning phase, iterations to release phase, productionizing phase, maintenance phase, and death phase.

Fig. 2 XP life cycle, source: [Abrahamsson02]
During the exploration phase, the customer writes his requirements on so-called story
cards (cards which contain a feature to be implemented) and the developers work on
technologies to be used in the project. Based on this preparation, a prototype of the
system might be built.
Within the planning phase, also known as the “planning game”, the developers estimate for each card how long it would take to implement this card and based on this estimations, customer and developers decide together about the prioritization of each
card. According to this prioritization, a release plan/schedule is finally set up which
says which feature will be implemented in each release.
In the iterations to release phase the prioritized story cards are implemented in iterations of one to four weeks. In these iterations, the design as well as the coding is done,
but before any line of code is written, first a unit test to test these lines has to be developed by the programmers. Finally, as soon as the developed features are tested by the
developers (probably by automated unit tests), they are given to the customer and
thereby, the next phase is entered.
The productionizing phase mainly concerns performance and system testing. In this
phase, the customer performs functional tests and validates if the product works as intended. If new requirements are elicited, they are either included directly or a new
story card is created which will be considered in a following release planning.
Throughout the maintenance phase, the customer is supported by (probably new) team
members whose task is to ensure that certain customer requests as e.g. improvement
suggestions are considered.
In the death phase, the XP project is either successfully finished or finished without
the expected results, e.g. if the budget is overrun. In both cases, no changes to the system are made anymore. The only action that might still happen in this phase is writing
documentation.
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In addition to the phases as presented above, there are several typical roles in the XP
process. [Abrahamsson02], [@XPWiki] state these typical roles of XP as:

2.2.1.2



Tracker (is responsible for tracking time estimations, progress and probable
risks),



Customer (is responsible for writing story cards, giving priorities to these story
cards and writing and performing functional tests),



Programmer (estimates the required efforts for each story card, writes tests
and code that fulfills these tests),



Coach (supervises the whole process in order to follow the typical XP process),



Tester (helps to write functional tests and runs them),



Doomsayer (identifies risks and deviations to plans),



Manager (makes decisions with the help of the other team members), and



Consultant (is an external team member who supports the team in solving
problems).

Scrum

The Scrum methodology was developed in 1996 by Jeff Sutherland and Ken Schwaber
[@Sutherland]. As well as XP, Scrum is an iterative software development method.
The Scrum process is divided into the phases pre-game, development, and post-game
(cf. figure 3) which we will present in the following according to [Abrahamsson02].

Fig. 3

The Scrum process with its three phases, source: [Abrahamsson02]

The pre-game phase is sub-divided into planning and architecture/high level design.
During the planning, a so-called product backlog list (a requirements specification) is
written, the requirements are prioritized and the development effort is estimated.
Moreover, the project resources (time, budget and employees) are fixed. Throughout
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architecture/high level design, the high level design based on the product backlog is
defined and reviewed in a meeting where implementation details are decided.
Secondly, the development phase consists of so-called sprints (iterative software development cycles that last from one to four weeks) which result in a release. The
sprints are based on a sprint backlog list (a document that contains the features to be
implemented in the sprint). Each sprint includes activities of traditional software development approaches (e.g. requirements engineering, design, coding etc.) and can be
performed by several teams.
Finally, the post-game phase is characterized by documentation, integration testing
and system testing. The post-game phase ends with the final release of the software.
Typical Scrum roles as indicated by [Abrahamsson02], [@Scrum] are:

2.2.1.3



Scrum Master (is responsible for the correct implementation of the Scrum
process),



Scrum Team (self-organizingly develops the product during each sprint),



Product Owner (is responsible for the project and its outcome; equivalent to a
project manager), and



Customer.

Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM)

DSDM has its origin in 1994 and was established by a group of 16 people, the DSDM
consortium [@DSDM]. It is a Rapid Application Development (RAD) framework
[Compton02] with the basic idea of fixing the project resources before fixing the functionality [Abrahamsson02]. In figure 4, the DSDM process is divided into the phases
feasibility study, business study, functional model iteration, design and build iteration,
and implementation which are explained in the following according to [Abrahamsson02].

Fig. 4

The DSDM process, source: [Abrahamsson02]

The DSDM process starts with the feasibility study. The feasibility study is utilized to
evaluate whether the planned project is technically feasible and whether to use or not
use DSDM. The feasibility study results in the feasibility report (describes the feasibility of the project) and the development outline (general outline of the system to be de-
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veloped). If the technologies to be used are not well-known, a prototype can be built
within the feasibility study.
During the business study, the technological and business requirements are specified
and prioritized with the help of the customer. The business study results in the business
area definition (process descriptions with the help of e.g. entity-relationship diagrams
and specification of user classes to be involved), the system architecture definition (a
first architecture draft), and the prototyping plan (a plan including the prototyping
strategy and configuration management).
After the business study, in the functional model iteration, several iterations are used
to find a functional model for the system that is to be developed. Finding this model
also includes the development of prototypes and depending on the quality of these prototypes, it might even occur that parts of these prototypes are later integrated in the final system. The functional model iteration results in a functional model, including prototype code and analysis models. Besides, the functional model iteration produces a
list of prioritized functions, functional prototyping review documents including user
comments, a list of non-functional requirements to be included, and a document about
risk analysis of further development.
Fourthly, in the design and build iteration phase the system is completed based on the
most important requirements. This completion is also done by several iterations. As
well as in the preceding phase, prototypes are built, tested, and reviewed by the users.
Finally, the implementation phase (which is also done in iterations) is utilized to transfer the system into its real application field at the customer. If it was not possible to
complete the system in the given time, the DSDM process might be run again in order
to include remaining features. The implementation phase results 1.) in a user manual
which explains to the users how to use the system and 2.) a project review document in
which the project’s outcome is specified.
DSDM roles as stated by [@DSDM], [Abrahamsson02] are:

2.2.1.4



Executive sponsor (customer representative with financial authority),



Visionary (customer representative with high knowledge of the business domain),



Ambassador user (spreads information about the project progress and user information ),



Project Manager,



Technical coordinator (responsibility for the system architecture, technical
quality, and configuration management),



Team Leader (ensures team work),



Developer (transfers requirements into code),



Tester (responsibility for the non-user testing),



Scribe (makes notes of requirements in meetings and workshops), and



Facilitator (manages workshops).

Feature Driven Development (FDD)

Feature Driven Development (FDD) was developed in 2000 by Jeff Luca, Peter Coad,
and Stephen Palmer. The methodology is performed iteratively and focuses on designand code quality throughout the software process. The FDD process is divided into
five phases which will be explained in the following according to [Abrahamsson02]:
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develop an overall model, build a features list, plan by feature, design by feature, and
build by feature. Figure 5 shows the FDD process.
The first phase, develop an overall model, mainly addresses the creation of a system
description based on already elicited requirements. This description is presented by
domain experts with the help of walkthroughs. Moreover, the business domain is divided into several domain areas and for each of these areas, detailed walkthroughs are
held in order to produce object models.

Fig. 5

The FDD process, source: [Abrahamsson02]

Secondly, build a features list concerns the creation of a list of features based on the
walkthroughs, object models, and requirements. This features list is grouped by activities within a domain area (so-called feature sets) and reviewed by the users.
During the plan by feature phase, feature sets are prioritized and delegated to chief
programmers. Besides, the development schedule is fixed.
The last two phases, design by feature and build by feature, are performed iteratively
and thereby, each iteration should last at most two weeks. At the beginning of the design by feature- and the build by feature phases, specific features are selected and feature teams are grouped. These feature teams perform design, design inspections, coding, unit testing, integration, and code inspection. After each iteration, the developed
features are included in the actual build.
According to [Abrahamsson02], the roles of FDD are categorized into key roles (project manager, chief architect, development manager, chief programmer, class owner,
and domain experts), supporting roles (release manager, language lawyer, build engineer, tool smith, and system administrator), and additional roles (testers, deployers,
technical writers).

2.2.2 People-centric methods
People-centric methods are those agile software development methods that try to improve software development by enhancing the human power [@Crystal]. We consider
the methodologies ASD and Crystal to be people-centric.
2.2.2.1

Adaptive Software Development (ASD)

Adaptive Software Development was developed by Jim Highsmith and was first published in 1997 in [@Highsmith97]. The methodology is focused on iterations and constant prototyping and is basically supposed to be used for the development of large
software systems [Abrahamsson02]. The ASD process is divided into the phases
speculate, collaborate, and learn (cf. figure 6) which we explain in the following according to [@Highsmith97], [Abrahamsson02].
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During the speculate phase, the objectives, vision, goals, and requirements of the system to be developed are specified. These artifacts are also called the mission of the
project and they are identified with joint application development (JAD) sessions, i.e.
workshops with customer representatives and developers. ASD uses the term speculate
due to Highsmith’s opinion that in large environments outcomes are unpredictable.
Secondly, the collaborate phase mainly deals with the iterative development of product components. ASD rather emphasizes the quality of the components which is
reached by teamwork. At the end of each iteration, quality reviews are held with the
help of the customer.

Fig. 6

The ASD process, source: [@Highsmith97]

Finally, the learn phase concerns final quality assurance and lessons learned sessions.
The lessons learned sessions are important for future projects because the employees
shall avoid mistakes they made before.
ASD roles as stated by [Abrahamsson02] are:

2.2.2.2



Executive sponsor (has the whole project responsibility),



Facilitator (organizes the JAD sessions),



Scribe (makes notes during the JAD sessions),



Project Manager,



Customer, and



Developer.

Crystal Family of Methodologies (Crystal)

The Crystal Family of Methodologies (Crystal) was developed by Alistair Cockburn
[@Crystal]. Crystal is based on several software development methods in order to
choose the most appropriate technique for a project [Abrahamsson02] and is a typical
people-centric methodology since it focuses on improving the human power
[@Crystal]. The methods are shown in figure 7, where they are categorized by the size
of the project by the number of participating employees (x-axis) and the criticality of
the system (y-axis).
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Fig. 7

Dimensions of Crystal, [Abrahamsson02]

The criticality of the system to be developed can be divided into four levels: comfort
(C), discretionary money (D), essential money (E), and life (L) [Abrahamsson02].
Each of these levels describes the damage a system failure might cause, e.g. a failure
of category L means that a failure might lead to loss of life. The color in the diagram
stands for the so-called heaviness of the methods, i.e. the darker the color, the heavier
the methodology in terms of project size and system criticality [Abrahamsson02].
The process of Crystal is incremental and focuses on the communication of the employees; one increment lasts between one to four months [@Crystal]. In contrast to
other agile software development methods, Crystal does not only consist of several
method-specific practices (cf. chapter 2.3) but almost every practice that seems valuable can be used (e.g. XP and Scrum practices) [Abrahamsson02]. Furthermore, every
Crystal method presents


Policy standards (development practices that need to be followed),



Work products (artifacts like user manuals, test cases, object models, requirements document),



Local matters (e.g. templates for work products, coding and UI standards),



Tools (e.g. compilers and configuration management tools),



Standards (e.g. glossary, design standards, quality standards) and



Roles which can be different from one method to another as stated by [Abrahamsson02].

Nowadays, only Crystal Clear and Crystal Orange are used in industry since they are
the only Crystal methods that already are specified.

2.2.3 Tool-centric methods
Tool-centric methods are agile software development methods that are based upon a
specific development supporting tool. We deem RUP as tool-centric since it was developed at Rational Corp. to complement UML [Abrahamsson02] and because Rational uses the approach to distribute its own software tools with the RUP process.
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2.2.3.1

Rational Unified Process (RUP)

The Rational Unified Process (RUP) was developed by Philippe Kruchten, Ivar Jacobson, and others at Rational Corp. in 1998 [Abrahamsson02], [Jacobson99]. The methodology is iterative and can be particularly used for object-oriented software development. Furthermore, RUP was developed to complement the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [Abrahamsson02]. RUP is divided into the four phases: inception, elaboration, construction and transition of which each is performed in iterations (cf. figure
8). In the following, we explain RUP based on the information given by [Abrahamsson02].

Fig. 8

The four phases of the RUP, source: [Abrahamsson02]

During the inception phase, the objectives of the project are specified, the most important use cases are identified, and the project resources are fixed. The overall objective
is the consideration of the stakeholders’ needs.
In the elaboration phase, the project plan is defined in order to create the system’s architecture. Moreover, the processes, infrastructures, and development environments
are specified and a first prototype is built. Finally, the project is analyzed in order to
identify risks, architecture obstacles, and plan deviations.
Thirdly, the construction phase mainly deals with the development of the product and
its components and the testing of these components. In addition to the development,
the resources and the quality of the product are controlled before it is released as alpha,
beta, or other test release. Several releases are made before the fourth phase of RUP,
the transition phase.
The transition phase begins when the product is ready to be released to the customer
(e.g. as beta version). The system is improved based on user comments before the final
release is made. Besides, the system is promoted and distributed and the user manual
and final documentation is written.
RUP roles as stated by [Abrahamsson02] are mainly general like e.g. designer, architect, etc. However, there are five exceptions:


Business process analyst (manages the definition of business use-case model),



Business designer (manages one single business use case),



Business model reviewer (reviews the work of the business process analyst and
the business designer),



Course developer (creates course material as e.g. manuals for the users), and



Toolsmith (develops in-house tools to support the development).

2.2.4 Incomplete methods
Finally, as incomplete methods we name agile software development methods that are
in some way related to the values and principles of the agile manifesto but that do not
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describe a whole process for developing software. As incomplete methods we consider: LSD, XBreed, ISD, AM, PP and ADT.
2.2.4.1

Lean Software Development (LSD)

The agile software development method Lean Software Development (LSD) was created by Mary and Tom Poppendieck [@Poppendieck]. Mary Poppendieck first wrote
about the methodology in 2001 in [Poppendieck01]. LSD is based on seven principles
with regard to flexibly develop software in short time and in a quality manner [Poppendieck03]. The seven principles are: eliminate waste, amplify learning, delay commitment, deliver fast, empower the team, build integrity in, and see the whole. They
will be explained in the following as stated by [Poppendieck03]. They can be seen as
guidelines for improving the software process.
The first principle, eliminate waste, deals with finding of and avoiding unnecessary
parts of the software process. Waste is anything that does not add value from the customer perspective, e.g. extra features, extra processes etc.
Secondly, amplify learning mainly concerns iterative development. Each iteration
should last from one week to one month and result in working software. Employees
should learn from the regular customer feedback that originates from iteratively developing software.
The third LSD principle is delay commitment. The delay commitment principle emphasizes the making of important decisions as late as possible. This can be reached e.g.
by enhanced communication between the employees, automated testing etc.
Fourthly, deliver fast addresses quickly delivering working software. This principle is
based on the preceding principle, i.e. if the customer has made his decisions with the
best available information, the development is less influenced by changed requirements and can be completed faster.
The fifth LSD principle is empower the team. This principle mainly concerns the selfresponsibility of the team in order to make decisions. The pre-requisite for selfresponsibility is sufficient knowledge of the employees which could be reached with
training.
Sixthly, build integrity in concerns the achievement of perceived integrity and conceptual integrity. According to this, perceived integrity is the complete meeting of the customer’s requirements. Perceived integrity can be reached with a good information flow
between users and developers. Conceptual integrity is integrity within the software
system, e.g. conventions of metrics like miles or kilometers. Conceptual integrity can
be reached by communication between the developers.
Finally, see the whole deals with the measurement of the software process’ artifacts in
order to improve the management. E.g. the number of defects should rather be counted
for the team than for each individual employee. In general, the management should
rather measure performance on team level since individuals are hardly able to make
improvements.
2.2.4.2

XBreed

The agile software method XBreed was developed in 2000 by Mike Breedle
[@XBreed]. XBreed is a development methodology to create multiple concurrent systems with the help of reusable components in order to accelerate the development
[@XBreed]. The method consists of several Scrum practices (Scrum management
practices, Scrum engineering practices) and XBreed practices (XBreed management
practices, XBreed engineering practices), optionally also of XP practices. XBreed requires no documents, expensive tools, and process descriptions [@XBreed] which is
supposed to become possible due to an extensive direct communication within the
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team, i.e. for example spontaneous informal gatherings. The roles of XBreed are almost the same as of Scrum; optionally, the following roles are applied in XBreed projects according to [@XBreed]:

2.2.4.3



Shared services team (responsibility of the release of shared project components if several applications are developed), and



Architect (supports the Scrum Master and the developers).

Internet Speed Development (ISD)

Internet Speed Development (ISD) is an agile software development method which
stresses the development of high quality products in a short time [Baskerville03]. The
methodology can be seen as a set of principles and practices how software companies
manage to deliver software systems [@AbrahamssonTut]. According to [@AbrahamssonTut], the ISD process is known as synchronize and stabilize, i.e. the produced
code is integrated in the main system (synchronize) and afterwards tested in so-called
freezing periods (stabilize). Besides, the activities of the development subcycles (design, code, testing etc.) are directly connected to the functional specification. This
connection ensures that new requirements identified in the development subcycles are
considered and the functional specification is updated. At the end of the development
subcycles alpha and beta releases and final tests are made before the system finally is
released. Figure 9 shows the ISD process:

Fig. 9 The ISD process, figure taken from [@AbrahamssonTut], removed needless
information
ISD is (was) used e.g. by Microsoft and Netscape for the development of their products [Baskerville03].
2.2.4.4

Agile Modeling (AM)

Agile Modeling (AM) was developed in 2002 by Scott Ambler [@AgileModeling].
The methodology was created for a more effective modeling of software systems while
keeping the amount of documentation as low as possible. AM is only focused on modeling and documentation activities, and therefore omits all remaining parts that usually
belong to a software development process [Abrahamsson02]. AM does not define an
own software development process and thus, AM has to be used together with another
software development method like e.g. XP. Similar to the ideas of the agile manifesto,
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AM is also based upon values, principles and practices. The values are thereby almost
the same as those given by the agile manifesto: communication, simplicity, feedback,
courage and – this one is new compared to the agile manifesto values – humility (each
team member should have the knowledge of not knowing everything; team members
should be treated with respect because they all have value to add to a project). In the
following, we explain the principles of AM according to the information given by
[@AgileModeling]. Important practices of AM are explained in section 2.3.
According to [@AgileModeling], the principles of AM are divided into core and supplementary principles. Core principles are:


Assume simplicity (the simplest solution is considered as the best solution),



Embrace change (requirements inevitably change),



Enabling the next effort is your secondary goal (the extension of the system
should be possible in the future),



Incremental change (models should evolve from development iterations),



Maximize stakeholder investment (the project stakeholders should gain as
much as possible from their investment),



Model with a purpose (modeling should be based on a purpose),



Multiple models (multiple models might be necessary to show the solution for
a problem),



Quality work (quality should be built in the product from the beginning of the
product development),



Rapid feedback (feedback to models should be given as soon as possible),



Software is your primary goal (software that fulfils the needs of the customer
is crucial), and



Travel light (models are easier to maintain the less complex they are).

Supplementary principles are:

2.2.4.5



Content is more important than representation (modeling often is not considered as a document; hence, it does not increase the costs of documentation),



Everyone can learn from everyone else (the software industry is affected by
continuous changing; thus, employees have to learn steadily),



Know your models (models have to be well-known by their developers to see
the benefits and shortcomings),



Know your tools (tools have to be well-known since they have many features
that could be efficiently used),



Local adaptation (the software development strategy has to be adapted on the
specific organization),



Open and honest communication (open communication is crucial for the
spreading of information), and



Work with people’s instincts (employees might feel that something is wrong;
this could be a hint for improving the software process).

Pragmatic Programming (PP)

Pragmatic Programming is a set of best programming practices published by Andrew
Hunt and David Thomas in 2000 [Abrahamsson02]. Hunt and Thomas have defined
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about 70 practices (so-called short tips) to facilitate and improve the daily work of
software developers [Hunt00]. Hunt and Thomas belong to the participants of the Agile Manifesto meeting (and by the way: as all other originators of the illustrated agile
method, too, except for Ivar Jacobson, Philipe Kruchten (RUP) and the Poppendiecks
(LSD)).
Just like AM, Pragmatic Programming does not define a process for the usage of
itself, but a philosophy which is represented by the following six points according to
[Abrahamsson02]:


Developers should be self-responsible,



Inconsistencies in code and design should be fixed as soon as possible,



Changeability should be considered as necessary,



The developed system should satisfy the customer,



The knowledge of the employees should be improved, and



The communication skills of the developers should be improved.

Furthermore, PP stresses automation in order to save time and effort. All manually performed activities should be automated where possible, as e.g. testing and documentation [Abrahamsson02].
2.2.4.6

Agile Database Techniques (ADT)

The Agile Database Techniques (ADT) approach was developed by Scott Ambler in
2002 [@AgileData]. The objective of ADT is that all employees of a software development organization should be able to effectively work together on/with data aspects
[@AgileData]. This objective often is not guaranteed because developers might ignore
the data models developed by data architects and others. To overcome this obstacle
and to reach a better collaboration of employees, ADT extends the values and principles of the Agile Alliance with six philosophies which we will explain in the following
as stated by [@AgileData]:


Data (data is one of the most important aspects in software systems),



Enterprise issues (enterprise issues have to be considered by software developers),



Enterprise groups (enterprise groups should support other groups like e.g. development teams and should act based on the agile values and principles),



Uniqueness (each development project is unique),



Teamwork (employees have to work together), and



Sweet spot (employees should find the best way of solving problems).

ADT defines four roles, the application developer (the employee who develops the
software system and works closely together with the project stakeholders), the agile
database administrator (the person who supports the development effort of the application developers), the enterprise administrator (the employee who develops guidelines and standards for the developers and spreads information about the project), and
enterprise architect (the person who creates the system’s architecture and supports
other employees in modeling and architectural issues) [@AgileData].
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2.3

Identification of the Core Practices

2.3.1 Introduction
The practices used in agile software development methods are the means to realize the
underlying values and principles of the respective method. As each agile software development method was found having different backgrounds/problems to solve, each of
them focuses on different aspects which is again expressed by different practices.
Thereby, these practices do not necessarily have to be completely new inventions.
Many of the used practices have already been invented before any agile software development method was born (as e.g. refactoring [@HistoryOfRefactoring] or regression testing [Brooks95]). Thus, the achievement of the agile software development
methods is rather the combination and emphasis of several practices than the original
invention of these practices.
It is not exceptional that multiple agile software development methods use similar
practices (even though named differently) since the problems that occur in software
development are analogous in many cases. As a consequence of these analogies, we
had to consolidate an initially set up list consisting of investigated methods and their
practices to ensure duplication removal. After this consolidation, our list still contained
about 160 practices. Knowing that this amount of practices was too high for our purposes (assuming that e.g. in a survey, each practice would require 45 seconds for the
respondent to answer, a survey would have required all in all more than 2 hours), we
decided to filter the list further on so that we finally came up with a list of 59 practices
in total, representing the agile core practices that seemed most important to us on the
basis of our industrial experience. Due to the high demand for time, we also decided
not to include practices that are not directly related to agile approaches but would have
been interesting to investigate, too (such as e.g. software metrics).
In the following subsections of section 2.3, we present and explain the practices
that we have identified for our investigation. Much of the information presented is
based on [Abrahamsson02]; if else we provide additional references. In order to present the practices more clearly, we assigned each practice to one specific software development activity. These activities are based on the basic idea of the classic waterfall
model by [Royce70], extended by the project management and organization activities.
Figure 10 graphically illustrates the activities, before we start explaining the practices
used in the respective activities.
project management

Pre-project
analysis

Requirements
Engineering

Design

Coding

Testing

Transition

Maintenance

organization

Fig. 10 Software process activities

2.3.2 Pre-project analysis
Feasibility Analysis. The feasibility analysis is a practice that is part of DSDM and is
supposed to be one of the first steps taken in a project. The objective of the feasibility
study is to find out if the planned project goals can be achieved. In order to get this information, e.g. prototypes might be built or expert knowledge is taken into account.
Usually, the feasibility analysis of a project is not expected to take more than a few
weeks.
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Software Development Method Evaluation. The software development method
evaluation is also part of DSDM and is often combined with the feasibility analysis.
By the software development method evaluation, one tries to find the development
method that is most suitable for the project. So e.g. by such an evaluation, a development team might find out that, for their project, it does not make sense to blindly adopt
the practices proposed by software development method A, but instead, rather combining this method A with some practices used in development method B. The software development method evaluation is also expected to be one of the first steps taken
in a project but might as well be performed during the project – especially if the project is in a crisis. Similar to the feasibility analysis, the software development method
evaluation is also not expected to take more than a few weeks.

2.3.3 Requirements Engineering
Ambassador User. Another practice derived from DSDM is the ambassador user. The
ambassador user is a user who 1.) represents the user community’s viewpoints in the
project (better user feedback) and 2.) distributes important information about the project’s progress to the user community. In order to be able to represent the user community best, the ambassador user is expected to come out of the user community and is
further supposed to be one of the future users of the new system. Since the ambassador
user is unlikely to be able to represent all different viewpoints of the whole user community, the ambassador user might be supported by so-called advisor users who assist
the ambassador user in cases he is not able to adequately represent the domain of the
advisor user.
Glossary. As soon as a project gets more complex, the more difficult it is to make all
project members to mean the same thing if using the same word (because everybody
might understand the meaning of a word differently). RUP takes this problem into account and thus, proposes to use glossaries. The glossary lists and explains the important terms used in the project and by using such a glossary, all project members are
supposed to share a common knowledge.
On-site Customer. One famous practice that is used in XP is the on-site customer.
On-site customers are customers that have their office on the same location as the project team and who are available full time for the project team. The idea that stands behind the on-site customer is that by the customer being on-site, the communication between customer and project team are improved, and upcoming issues can be solved
quicker and more directly. In cases in which it is not possible to place all involved employees of the customer near the project team, it is also possible that only one or more
representatives of this customer are placed on-site.
Prototypes. Using prototypes for requirements engineering is a practice that is explicitly mentioned in DSDM but it is also used in other agile development methods. Prototypes mean that a piece of working software is created as a model and by this model,
certain ideas are validated. So a prototype might e.g. show that an idea on how the system should work is not practicable or that certain requirements in the requirements
specification have been missed.
Requirements Engineering over the Whole Process. Typically, the more progress a
project makes, the more valuable information becomes clear to the project members.
Assuming that the project aims to meet the customer’s requirements with the produced
software as good as possible, it becomes clear that existing requirements specifications
have to be adjusted according to new, better knowledge. Hence, with requirements engineering over the whole process we mean that there is no point in time when new requirements are not accepted anymore. Instead, requirements are rather perceived as
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always changing. Requirements Engineering over the whole process is a practice that
is practiced in all of the investigated agile software development methods.
Requirements Management. The requirements management practice is used in RUP
and means that (changing) requirements are systematically connected to each other in
order to be able to better prioritize, filter or trace certain requirements. Requirements
management might e.g. include prioritizing requirements by their level of importance,
finding requirements that could be reused or detecting inconsistencies between certain
requirements.
Usage Experts. The usage expert is a role that is practiced in Crystal Orange. Usage
experts are dedicated persons who have expert knowledge on how the users will behave and use the system. While ambassador users rather represent the requirements of
single user groups, usage experts can give valuable information about the (expected)
usage of the system as a whole (e.g. usage experts could help in improving the performance of a system by estimating the number of users).

2.3.4 Design
CRC Cards. C(lass)-R(esponsibilities)-C(ollaboration) cards were invented by Ward
Cunningham [Beck89] and are one of the practices that is used in XP. A CRC card is a
small card that represents a certain class of the system to be developed. On each of
these CRC cards, the name of the specific class, its responsibilities and its collaborations with other classes is written down so that by placing several CRC cards on a table, one is able to flexibly puzzle out an appropriate design of the system’s classes.
Figure 11 shows an abstract example on how CRC cards might be used to design a
Model-View-Controller architecture.
View
Render the model
Transform coordinates

Controller
Model

Controller
Interpret user input

View
Model

Distribute control

Model
Maintain problem
related info
Broadcast change
notification

Fig. 11 Abstract CRC card example presenting a Model-View-Controller architecture,
[Beck89]
Design for Maintainability. The design for maintainability practice originates from
RUP and means that the design is modeled in such a way that it would produce only
few efforts to include or modify further features. The objective of the design for main-
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tainability practice is not to plan many details in advance. Designing for maintainability is rather supposed to give simple options.
Design Mentor. The design mentor is a role that is practiced in Crystal Orange. A design mentor is a person who is well experienced in designing software and who uses
his knowledge to help less experienced designers in creating more thought-out designs
of higher quality.
Feature Teams. Feature teams are used in FDD and mean that for each feature that
has to be developed, there is a special, interdisciplinary team who is responsible for
implementing the specific feature. Feature teams are formed dynamically according to
the feature at hand and there can be multiple feature teams that concurrently design
and build their own set of features.
Parallel Modeling of a Same Model. Modeling a same model in parallel comes from
the AM approach and means that selected models that are particularly complicated are
modeled by two or more teams in parallel. By combining the resulting two or more
models in the end, one is supposed to get a better model than the model that is modeled only once.
Public Model Presentation. Public model representation comes from AM, too and
means that all (or at least the most important) models are made public to other developers (e.g. by setting them on a wall in the hallway). Through this, other developers
are supposed to be able to give valuable comments and thereby help to improve the
models.
Reuse Responsible. The reuse responsible is part of Crystal Orange and denotes a person who is 1.) responsible for identifying reusable components and 2.) in cases in
which it is necessary also for the acquisition of commercial components. According to
[Cockburn98], the reuse responsible can be carried out by an architect, designer or programmer in part-time.
Shared Reusable Components Inventory. The shared reusable components inventory is related to the reuse responsible but might also be used without him. The shared
reusable components inventory originates from XBreed and denotes a catalog of certain components that might be reused. The idea that obviously stands behind is that by
having such a catalog, unnecessary efforts are avoided. [@XBreed]
Simple Models. The simple models practice is particularly advocated by XP and the
AM approach and means that models should contain only the information that is really
needed by the project’s stakeholders. By simple models, confusion shall be avoided
and thereby it should be easier to focus on the problem at hand. An example of making
models simpler was e.g. to omit all getter/setter methods in a class diagram if the existence of these methods is obvious.
Testability Consideration. When designing software, it might happen that inconsistent or in reality not practicable models are created and that the flaws of these models
are discovered too late. The testability consideration practice (that comes from AM)
addresses this problem and therefore proposes to directly take into account how the
created models can be tested. According to [@Ambler03], if a model cannot be tested,
it should not be built. Models that are not testable are rather an indication that the design has to be revised.

2.3.5 Coding
Coding Standards. Coding standards are an explicit practice of XP but are also used
in other software development methods such as e.g. Scrum or Crystal Orange. Coding
standards clearly define the format and general structure of the source code so that
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every developer of the team should be able to understand the code. When being defined, all developers have to follow the coding standards because otherwise, the objective of coding standards cannot be achieved: i.e. to basically communicate through the
code instead of communicating by lots of documentation papers. Thereby, the range of
possible kinds of coding standards is quite diverse. Coding standards might e.g. include statements that class methods are documented in the code and how and/or certain
statements on where curly braces have to be set in order to increase readability.
Collective Ownership. Another explicitly mentioned practice of XP is Collective
Ownership. Collective Ownership means that all developers own all code, i.e. anybody
is allowed to change someone else’s code. By collective ownership, each developer is
not only responsible for his own work but also for the work of his team members.
Through this, the quality of the code is supposed to increase.
Configuration Management. Configuration management is explicitly mentioned in
Crystal, FDD, RUP and DSDM but it is also used in other agile development methods
such as e.g. XP. By configuration management, one tries to handle the loads of different source code files and attempts to keep track of the changes made to these files, so
that in future, one is still able to recreate an old software version. Configuration management usually requires much automation and therefore, a software tool is typically
used for configuration management.
Individual Class (Code) Ownership. Individual Class (Code) Ownership is a practice
that is used in FDD and represents a deep contrast to the collective ownership practice.
While by collective ownership, the code is owned by the whole team and everybody is
allowed to change the code, individual class (code) ownership means that each line of
code (or each class respectively, if using an object-oriented development approach) is
owned by only one person who is the only person who is allowed to change the code.
In individual class (code) ownership, each class is assigned to a certain person who is
responsible for the consistency, performance and conceptual integrity, whereas in collective ownership these responsibilities belong to the whole team.
Pair Programming. Probably the most famous practice of XP is pair programming.
Pair programming means that it is always two developers sitting in front of one computer to write the code together. Thereby, according to [@TheFreeDictionary], the pair
members always do the action that the other is currently not doing. For example, while
one developer is typing in source code, the other gives hints, watches and directly insists if a mistake is made. To ensure that none of the pair members becomes selfgoverning and the other one gets cut off, both pair members take turns at being on
keyboard from time to time. Figure 12 shows a real pair programming session with
Ludovic Orban and Daniel Bram who gave us the permission to print the shown picture in this thesis.

Fig. 12 Pair programming session, [@XP.be]
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Code Patterns. According to [Abrahamsson02], a pattern is a “proven solution to a
certain recurring problem within a certain context”. Accordingly, code patterns are certain lines of code that are reused for solving certain specific problems. For example,
the singleton pattern [@Kurniawan03] is an example for a pattern. Originally, patterns
have been included in none of the investigated agile development methods because
they might induce over-engineering if not applied correctly. However, we still included code patterns into our investigations because we consider patterns to be crucial
to modern software engineering. An article by [@Kerievsky00] that proposes to use
patterns in XP underlines our decision.
Refactoring. Similar to requirements, it might also happen that existing code has to be
adjusted because of better knowledge – and this is exactly the action that is done by
refactoring. By refactoring, “bad” code is modified so that after the modification, the
code has improved (but still does exactly the same functionality). Refactoring modifications include e.g.: removing duplicate code, renaming class or field names, simplifying the code or modifying its inner structure. Refactoring is an explicit practice of XP
but is also used in all other investigated agile methods.
Figure 13 shows an example for refactoring: whereas in listing 1, the value of pi is
hard-coded in each formula, in listing 2, pi is defined once as a constant factor. Now
assuming that the precision of pi is to be changed, listing 2 is superior because then, in
contrast to listing 1, only one single statement would have to be modified. Besides, by
using a pre-defined constant, it is ensured that always the same value of pi is used and
thus inconsistencies which might be difficult to discover are avoided.
Listing 1

Listing 2

public class Circle {

public class Circle {

private double radius;

public static final double PI
= 3.141592;

public void setRadius(double
radius) {
this.radius = radius;
}

private double radius;
public void setRadius(double
radius) {
this.radius = radius;
}

public double getPerimeter() {
double perimeter = 2 *
3.141592 * radius;
return perimeter;
}

public double getPerimeter() {
double perimeter = 2 * PI *
radius;
return perimeter;
}

public double getArea() {
double area = 3.141592 *
Math.pow(radius, 2);
return area;
}

public double getArea() {
double area = PI *
Math.pow(radius, 2);
return area;
}

}

}

Fig. 13 Refactoring example
Small/Short Releases. Small and short releases are a consequence of the agile movement’s value responding to change over following a plan. Responding to change implies flexibility, and this flexibility can be reached by releasing software in small and
short steps because this gives more direct feedback to the developers rather than developing software in one big step. Small and short releases are used in all of the investigated methods but however, the lengths of each step may vary from several hours (as
in FDD) to 4 months (Crystal), depending on the development method.
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Spikes. Spikes originate from XP and denote a short throw-away code that is used to
test if a certain idea works. Spikes are similar to prototypes but in contrast to prototypes, spikes are only used find out how a specific programming problem can be
solved. Contrary, prototypes are basically used to let users or the customer validate if
the right system is built.
Spontaneous Pairing. Spontaneous pairing also comes from XP and is used in conjunction with pair programming. Spontaneous pairing means that the partners in the
programming pairs are changed frequently. The basic idea that stands behind spontaneous pairing is that the communication within the team is improved.
User Viewings. User viewings are suggested by Crystal and mean that from time to
time, the user has a look at the current work product (or at least one or more representatives). By directly seeing the product, the customer is supposed to be able to check if
this work product matches to his intentions and in cases it does not, he can directly insist.
Worklist. The worklist practice is taken from Scrum, though in Scrum, this practice is
named Sprint Backlog List. As a worklist we consider a simple list that contains the
work that is left to be done.

2.3.6 Testing
In this subchapter, we present different types of testing. Since these types are in some
way included in all of presented software development methods (except AM and ADT
because in this methods, no code is produced), we do not explicitly mention from
where the specific practice originates.
Automated Regression Testing. According to [@TheFreeDictionary], by regression
testing, it is checked whether “previously-fixed faults have not re-emerged”. Automated regression testing means that this checking is done automatically, commonly by
using so-called unit tests (that are explained in further detail below). Since changes to
the code are done often, automated regression testing is – if implemented – typically
performed in frequent intervals (e.g. once per day or even more often).
Continuous Testing. By continuous testing, one continuously tests the code that is
written (instead of testing it first after all code is written as proposed by the classic waterfall model).
Integration Testing. When developing software, it might happen that all modules of a
system work correctly on their own, but that these modules are not able to work correctly together as a whole system. This is where integration testing comes into play. In
integration testing, it is tested if and how certain modules work together.
System Testing. System testing denotes the overall testing of the final system. In system testing, especially non-functional requirements are considered as e.g. the performance.
Unit Testing. In unit testing, single code modules, units, of a software product are
tested to prove that these code modules meet their requirements [@TheFreeDictionary]. Thereby, a unit might be e.g. a method of a class or a function (if using a non-OO
approach). If performed automatically and having a high test coverage, unit testing can
be used for automated regression testing.

2.3.7 Transition
Beta Testing. Beta testing comes from RUP and denotes the testing of the final product that is performed by real users in a real environment. The intention of beta tests is
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to find defects that might have been overseen before (due to the lack of not being in a
real environment).
Release Content Announcements. Release content announcements are used by
XBreed and mean that each time a new release is released, it is clearly announced to
the users and other interested people what has changed in the new release. Thereby,
these changes can either be new features, bug fixes or even feature removals.
[@XBreed]

2.3.8 Organization
40-hour Week. The 40-hour week is an explicitly mentioned practice of XP. As already said by its name, the 40-hour week means that each team member is supposed to
work only 40 hours per week. In cases overtime work is necessary, this overtime work
is “allowed” but only for 2 weeks. After these 2 weeks, the required efforts have to be
adjusted. The idea behind the 40-hour week is to avoid stress and to give the team
members an optimal environment to be innovative [Beck00].
Attention to Communication Skills. The attention to communication skills is taken
from ADT and means that several actions are taken to improve the communication
skills of the project members. Thereby, face-to-face communication is more preferred
than indirect communication because this is supposed to be more beneficial.
Attention to Motivated Employees. The attention to motivated employees practice
also comes from ADT and means that several activities are taken to increase the motivation of the team members to deliver good work. An example for such activities is
e.g. to have a barbecue with the whole team.
Attention to Technical Education. Another practice that comes from ADT is attention to technical education, which means that there is a continuous technical education
of the team. Education is rather welcomed than regarded as an unnecessary, time consuming activity.
Explicitly Reflecting upon the Lessons Learned. In many cases, it is not reflected
upon the experience that has been made within a project because as soon as a project
ends, the next project is already running. Hence, it is also more difficult to reuse certain knowledge that has been gained previously. Explicitly reflecting upon the lessons
learned is a crucial part of ASD (though named as the learn phase) and might e.g. be
performed by team meetings at the end of a project.
Methodology-Tuning Techniques. Methodology tuning techniques come from Crystal and are techniques that help to improve an own software development process
while the project is still running. Examples for methodology tuning techniques are e.g.
interviews or team workshops.
Reducing Intermediate Work Products. Reducing intermediate work products
means that all work products that are not really necessary are avoided, as e.g. certain
paper documents. The reducing intermediate work products practice also comes from
Crystal and intends to improve communication.
Regular Sessions with the Customer. Regular sessions with the customer come from
ASD (where named as JAD sessions) and mean that in frequent intervals, the customer
and the project team (or representatives of this team) meet to discuss the current work
progress and problems that probably have come up.
Self-Organization of Teams. The idea of self-organizing teams is used in Scrum and
ADT and means that teams use their own way to solve problems. Teams are allowed to
set up their own rules to achieve their goals; the project manager’s role becomes more
those of a coach who supports his team, instead of an authority person who commands.
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Setting Templates and Standards. Templates and standards are used in RUP as well
as in Crystal. Setting templates and standards means that for certain work, there are
certain pre-defined templates and/or standards that can be used to perform a task more
quickly.
Simple Tools. Using simple tools is one of the demands of AM. In contrast to complex
tools, AM proposes to rather use simple tools because by using them, the problems
were understood better.
Visual Models. Using visual models comes from RUP and AM and means that models
are graphically presented with help of suitable techniques (e.g. UML) where appropriate. The purpose of visualizing models is to make models more understandable and to
avoid misunderstandings.

2.3.9 Project Management
Changing Requirements are Considered. During a project, it can always happen that
new information is found and that because of this new information the requirements of
the system to be developed have to be adjusted. By considering changing requirements
by project management, it is ensured that these changing requirements can be implemented and thus, the process stays agile. Considering changing requirements is part of
all agile software development methods.
Criticality Levels. Criticality levels are used in Crystal and mean that a project is classified according to the potential loss in case of a system failure. Crystal proposes to
use the following classes to classify the potential loss:


Comfort (C); potential loss is comfort for users



Discretionary Money (D); potential loss is extra money that is not necessarily
needed to reach the project’s goals



Essential Money (E); potential loss is money that is necessary to reach the project’s goal



Life (L); potential loss is the life of one or more human beings

According to [Abrahamsson02], Crystal is the only methodology that considers the
criticality (and by the way: also the size) of a project to tailor an adequate development
process.
Planning Game. The planning game is an explicitly mentioned practice of XP. In the
planning game, customer and developers decide together which feature is implemented
and in which release. Thereby, the customer writes his requirements on the system on
small cards (i.e. story cards that are explained further below) and gives these cards to
the developers. The developers then estimate and decide how long it would probably
take to implement this card and assign an estimated efforts value to each card (such an
estimated efforts value might e.g. be the required days to develop the feature written
on the card). Finally, having the information about the required efforts, the customer
prioritizes the required features and after that, together with the developers, a (preliminary) release plan is set up.
Project Size Consideration. Considering the size of a project is explicitly mentioned
by Crystal. Thereby, Crystal is, according to [Abrahamsson02], the only methodology
that considers the project size (and by the way: also the criticality of a project). By explicitly considering the size of project, it is e.g. possible to set up different guidelines
for project management on how to manage projects of different sizes.
Resource Fixing before Functionality. The idea of fixing the resources before fixing
functionality comes from DSDM and means that contrary to traditional approaches, it
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is first decided how many resources (budget, time and employees) the project will use
up. Then, only after this decision, it is defined which features the system to be developed will comprise.
Risk Assessment. Risk assessment comes from RUP and means that risks for the project are analyzed and for the most important risks, contingency plans are set up (to be
able to quickly react in cases where required). According to [Nicholas01], the finding
of these most important risks might thereby be supported by the calculation of a risk
consequence which is composed by the risk likelihood (the probability that a risk will
realize) and the risk impact (the harm of a realized risk).
Risk-Driven Prioritizations. Risk-driven prioritizations are used by ASD and mean
that high-risk items are addressed earlier in the process as low risk items. The purpose
of addressing high-risk items first is to avoid unexpected problems when it is already
too late to solve them.
Story Cards. Story cards are small cards of which each contains one desired feature of
a system. They are e.g. used by the customer and the developers to negotiate on the
question when and how the feature that is written on the story card is implemented (cf.
planning game). Figure 14 shows an example for a story card.
Image uploading
Ability to upload a custom
image into personal profile.

Estimate: 3

Fig. 14 Example story card
Working Software as Progress Metric. Using working software as progress metric is
supposed by ADT. By using working software as the primary source for measuring
progress metric (e.g. instead of using rough estimations), it is more difficult to cover
up hard facts and therefore, the risk of being dazzled is decreased.

2.4
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Summary
¾

In this chapter, we describe how the agile movement was born: being dissatisfied with the practices used in traditional software industry, 17 people
gather and find the agile manifesto. The agile manifesto encourages four certain values that are supposed to help improving software: communication,
simplicity, feedback and courage.

¾

Basing on these values, there are several agile software development methods which we explain in this chapter. Thereby, we classify the investigated
methods into process-centric, people-centric, tool-centric and incomplete
methods.

¾

After that, we identify and explain a set of core practices used in agile software development methods. This set is the set of those practices we investigate in chapter 3.

CHAPTER

3

RESEARCH METHOD

After having identified several agile core practices for investigation, now the purpose of
chapter 3 is to identify an appropriate empirical research method for our research project. Following the description of several types of research methods, we explain why
we have decided to conduct a survey, describe the design of a questionnaire and give
information on the implementation of this questionnaire. Chapter 3 finally closes with a
brief summary.

3.1

Empirical Research Method Types

3.1.1 Brief description of several empirical research method
types
According to [Wohlin00], there are three major types of empirical research methods:
the survey, the case study, and the experiment. Each of these types is used for different
purposes. In the following, we explain these types and point out their advantages and
disadvantages (as presented by [Wohlin00]).
Survey. In a survey, representative samples of a population are taken, and by these
samples one tries to generalize on the whole population. Surveys are typically utilized
to do a backward- and/or a forward-looking investigation. Hence, a survey on a certain
tool might e.g. show why exactly this tool was used in the past, or a survey on people’s
needs might be helpful to successfully put up a new product. Surveys can be distinguished by descriptive, explanatory, and explorative surveys: a descriptive survey discovers information, an explanatory survey tries to elucidate a phenomenon, and an explorative survey acts as a help for a comprehensive research problem. In a survey, the
data are usually collected using either interviews (e.g. via telephone or face-to-face) or
questionnaires (e.g. in paper form, via email or websites). Surveys have the advantage
that they can help to investigate many variables at one time but on the other hand, they
also might require much time and money.
Case study. A case study is typically conducted to investigate a single entity or phenomenon in a limited time space, often in an industrial setting. Its results cannot be
generalized as e.g. the results of a survey since the data are not obtained from a broad
population. Instead, case studies can be used to assess particular occurrences as well as
for comparisons. However, when comparing, it is important to guarantee internal validity. This validity can be reached in three ways:


comparing past company data with the results of the case study (both data collections have to refer to the same phenomena),
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comparing data of a sister project and the case study (the sister project e.g.
uses an actually applied technique, the case study the new one to be investigated), and



comparing data of several artifacts (e.g. investigating a specific technique on
randomized product components of a certain project).

An advantage of case studies is that they are easier to plan as e.g. surveys but on the
other hand, case studies also have the disadvantage that they can hardly be used for
making generalizations, i.e. the results of a case study can not easily be applied to
other situations.
Experiment. Finally, an experiment is used when the state variables of the investigation are to be changed in order to control the study. Experiments can be done offline,
i.e. by simulating a certain environment in a laboratory or online, i.e. conducting the
experiment in the field under real conditions. However, the online experiment is characterized by limited control due to changing circumstances of the real world. The main
difference between the experiment and the case study is the definition of state variables. Whereas in a case study, the state variables are not manipulated, this manipulation is exactly the purpose of an experiment.

3.1.2 Research method type selection
On the basis of the previously performed literature search we have decided to conduct
an explorative internet survey. The reasons why we have selected this kind of survey
as an appropriate technique for our research project are the following:

3.2



The research project is based on the usage of agile core practices in industry.
Thus, we want to gain knowledge from the experiences of software engineers and
other people who have knowledge about software engineering. Since agile methodologies exist for a couple of years (e.g. Extreme Programming first was used in
1996 [Beck00]), our investigation is done in retrospect. Retrospect investigations
are typical fields of application for a survey [Wohlin00].



Another aim of us is to identify and give recommendations for the usage of agile
core practices. This is a generalizing objective and relates to the characteristic of
a survey to develop generalized suggestions [Wohlin00]. Using case studies or
experiments, it would be more difficult to come to generalized recommendations.



Last but not least, we decided to conduct the survey via internet because this enables us to quickly reach many companies in different countries at almost zero
costs. Besides, by using an online questionnaire, it is fairly simple to build in a
feature that lets the respondents recommend the survey to friends and colleagues
(which again should raise the number of participants and thus, also the significance of the results).

Questionnaire

3.2.1 Survey objectives
It is important that the objectives of a survey are identified before a questionnaire is set
up. Otherwise there is the risk that too few data is collected and the collected data is
not usable for its intended purpose [@ASA]. Consequently, we set up four objectives
for our questionnaire, as follows:
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1.

Gain general information on the usage of agile software development methods (as
e.g. spreading of agile software development methods),

2.

Gain information on the usage of agile core practices,
a. Which of the proposed practices are actually used and which not?
b. What are the most striking benefits and shortcomings of these practices?
c. Which experiences have companies already made with these practices (e.g.
how to implement and use them)?

3.

Identification of relations between different kinds of software development projects (as well as different kinds of companies) and the usage of agile development
methods (and possibly agile core practices),

4.

Identification of possible recommendations for the implementation and usage of
agile core practices in industry.

3.2.2 Questionnaire design
On the basis of the objectives mentioned above, we decided to define the target group
for the survey as all people who are able to give us sufficient information on a software development project, i.e. basically software developers, project managers and
software architects. Thereby, we intend the respondents to give us information on one
single project that 1.) has already been finished and 2.) that is not more than 3 years
ago. By this selection of a single project we ensure that we are later on able to compare
single projects that are still up-to-date.
For a better understanding, we structured the questionnaire into three main parts:
the introduction part, the questions about agile core practices part and the demographic questions part.
Introduction part. The introduction part briefly explains to the participants what the
survey is about and gives some instructions. It provides the participants with the following information (cf. appendix A in which we present screenshots of our questionnaire):






purpose of the survey,
benefits of participating,
additional considerations,
conductors of the survey (authors of this thesis),
and usage guidelines/instructions.

The survey’s purpose is the investigation of the usage of several agile core practices in
industry. This investigation is supposed to result in hints for a better software development process.
Participation in our survey gives the participants two main benefits: on the one
hand-side, they get the opportunity to sign up for a free copy of this master thesis, and
on the other hand-side, on participating they will get probably valuable ideas to improve their own software development process.
As additional considerations we bring up that our target group is all people who
ever have developed software in a project and have a broad knowledge on the software
process used, that the participation approximately takes 20 to 40 minutes and that the
participation is completely anonymous.
In the usage guidelines/instructions we give the participants the information that
we will ask them next on several practices, grouped by certain activities of software
development and that in the survey, they are supposed to refer to a single, already
completed project that is not too far in the past (as already explained above).
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Questions about agile core practices part. The second part of the survey consists of
questions about agile core practices. In order to make the survey more clear, we decided to group these practices by the software development activities as already explained in chapter 2. (To remember: these activities were: pre-project analysis, requirements engineering, design, coding, testing, transition, organization, and project
management).
After giving some information on the specific activity, we explain for each practice what we understand by this practice and ask the participant to give us information
on how this practice was used in the chosen project. Thereby, the participants can give
their answers on a nominal scale that consists of five items (represented by radio buttons, the participant can only select one item per practice). These items are:






successfully practiced,
better would have practiced,
didn’t fit for our purposes,
just didn’t practice and
don’t know.

Figure 15 shows an example.

Fig. 15 Possibilities for the participant to denote the usage of certain practices
Now depending on the selection the participant makes, he gets different questions.


If the participant selects that the practice has been either successfully practiced or
better would have practiced, we ask him to tell us why he thinks that companies
should use these practices.



If the participant selects that the practice did not fit for their purposes, we ask him
to tell us why he thinks that companies should not use these practices.



If the participant selects that the practice just was not practiced or he does not
know, then nothing happens and the participant is not requested to give us further
information on this practice. Instead, the survey continues with the practices of
the next activity or the demographic questions part, respectively.

For each practice we decided to predetermine five benefits and shortcomings so that
the participants can get more quickly through the survey. If the pre-defined benefits
and shortcomings do not represent the opinion of the respondents, they are also given
the opportunity to specify benefits or shortcomings in a separate text field. Besides, the
participants can give us further hints on this practice in an additional text box (cf. figure 16).
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Fig. 16 Specification of benefits
Demographic questions part. The third part of the survey consists of demographic
questions. In order to make this part more clear, we have divided this part into four
categories. These categories are: about me, about the project, about the company and
comments on the survey.
Category “about me”
In the category about me, we ask the participant only one question, namely about his
position in the project. The purpose of this question is that we are later on able to distinguish the given answers from the different viewpoints of the roles in a project and
that we are able to explain certain results that seem contradictory to us. In this question, we ask the participant My role in the project I chose was (mostly) a and give him
the following options:






project manager
software architect
developer
tester
other

Category “about the project”
The category about the project consists of seven different questions that are supposed
to give us information on the chosen project. Thereby, we basically want to find out in
how far certain types of projects relate to the usage of agile software development
methods and their practices. The following tables 1-7 show for each of these questions
the exact question posed, the possible options to answer we offer and the intended purpose of the respective question.




Table 1: Which type of software did your project develop?
Table 2: Was the software commercial, non-commercial or open source?
Table 3: Please select the development method(s) that your project pretended
to use (if any).
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Table 4: Please select the programming language(s) that your project was
using?
Table 5: Which size did your project have?
Table 6: In which country was the development team basically situated?
Table 7: How would you rate the success of the project in terms of defects/ in
terms of user acceptance?





Which type of software did your project develop?





1

enterprise application
e-commerce application
security software
e-learning software
 computer game
 hardware-affiliated software
 other type of software not mentioned here

Purpose

By this question, we want to find out which types of software are mainly developed with agile software development methods.
Tab. 1 Question 1, category about the project
Was the software commercial, non-commercial or open source?

2

 commercial
 non-commercial
 open source

Purpose

The purpose of this question is to give information about the relationship between the motive to develop software and the used software development
method.
Tab. 2 Question 2, category about the project
Please select the development method(s) that your project pretended to
use (if any):

3














Extreme Programming (XP),
Scrum,
Crystal Family of Methodologies (Crystal),
Feature-Driven Development (FDD),
Rational Unified Process (RUP),
Dynamic Systems Development (DSDM),
Adaptive Software Development (ASD),
Agile Modeling (AM),
Agile Database Techniques (ADT),
XBreed,
Lean Software Development (LSD),
Internet Speed Development (ISD)

(multiple choices possible)

Purpose

This question shall give information about the usage of certain agile software
development methods.
Tab. 3 Question 3, category about the project
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Please select the programming language(s) that your project was using.

4
















ABAP,
Assembler,
ASP,
C/C++,
C#,
Cobol,
Delphi,
Fortran,
Java,
PHP,
Perl,
Python,
Visual Basic/VBA,
other(s)

(multiple choices possible)

Purpose

By this question, we want to evaluate if there is a (strong) connection between
the used programming language(s) and the used agile software development
method. Our assumption is that particularly the newer programming languages
are more likely to be used together with agile software development methods.
Tab. 4 Question 4, category about the project
Which size did your project have?

5







only 1 person
up to 5 persons
up to 12 persons
up to 30 person
up to 65 persons
 more than 65 persons

Purpose

This question shall give us information about the different sizes of the participating projects and the usage of agile software development depending on the
project size.
Tab. 5 Question 5, category about the project
In which country was the development team basically situated?
(18 countries in total + the option to select a country that is not specified)

6

Purpose

By this question, we want to make our analysis dependent on the country
where the software project took place.
Tab. 6 Question 6, category about the project
7 How would you rate the success of the project…
...in terms of defects?
 The system contained as good as no bugs.
 The system contained some bugs.
 The system was full of bugs.
 Don’t know.

...in terms of user acceptance?
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 The system exactly met its requirements.
 The system met its requirements with small exceptions.
 The system hardly met its requirements.
 Don’t know.

Purpose

This question shall give us information about the success of the project.
Thereby, we view “success” from two different point of views: 1.) in terms of
defect and 2.) in terms of user acceptance.
Tab. 7 Question 7, category about the project
Category “about the company”
The category about the company is quite similar to the category about the project. As
in the category about the project, the purpose of the questions in category about the
company is to facilitate an identification of certain correlations between the type of
company and the usage of the agile practices. The tables 8-11 show the answer options
and the purposes for the following questions:





Table 8: In which line of business is the company of the project situated?
Table 9: How many people does this company employ?
Table 10: Since how long does this company develop software?
Table 11: Does this company have a quality certification?
In which line of business is the company of the project situated?





1







information technology / communication systems
manufacturing / chemical / pharmaceutical industry
bank / insurance sector
energy / water supply
retail industry / wholesale
traffic / transports / logistics
government
other line of business

Purpose

This question shall help us to differentiate between different lines of business.
Tab. 8 Question 1, category about the project
How many people does this company employ?

2

 less than 10
 between 10 and 50
 between 51 and 100
 between 101 and 300
 between 301 and 1000
 more than 1000

Purpose

The purpose of this question is to give us information about the relation of the
company size to the usage of certain software development.
Tab. 9 Question 2, category about the project
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Since how long does this company develop software?





3

less than 2 years,
between 2 and 5 years,
between 6 and 10 years,
more than 10 years

Purpose

This question is intended to give information about the assumption that older
companies are more likely to refuse agile software development methods.
Tab. 10 Question 3, category about the project
Does this company have a quality certification?





don’t know
either ISO (or TickIT) or CMM(I) above or equal to level 2
both ISO (or TickIT) and CMM(I) above or equal to level 2
other than ISO, TickIT, CMM or CMMI
 no

4

Purpose

By this question, we want to investigate in how far certain quality certifications
are related to the usage of agile software development methods.
Tab. 11 Question 4, category about the project

3.2.3 Questionnaire implementation
As a consequence to the above mentioned questionnaire design, we finally implemented the questionnaire under http://www.agilepractices.de. Thereby, in order to
make the questionnaire usable for as many people as possible, we realized the questionnaire in English as well as in German. Besides, we ensured that the site can be
viewed by all current browser versions of Microsoft Internet Explorer, Netscape and
Opera. For the creation of the web pages we used PHP and XML files which helped us
to minimize the required efforts to change the questionnaire. All answers given by the
participants were stored in a mySQL database first and then transferred to a MS Access database which let us handle the data more comfortably, i.e. the two main advantages we saw in using MS Access were 1.) the ability to store queries and 2.) that no
special database server has to be installed to view the data.
Before we set the survey online, we had three representative participants test the
site. They had no major complaints on the site. They had only minor remarks that were
fixed right after they were put forward to us (e.g. some explanations to certain practices were difficult to understand and that the site was too slow so that we inserted a
caching mechanism). Before we started the survey, we deleted previously made answers to ensure that later on only the real answers of the survey are analyzed.

3.3

Summary
¾

In this chapter, we describe three types of empirical research methods: the
survey, the case study and the experiment and argument why we have decided to conduct an internet survey.

¾

After that, we point out the objectives of our survey and design a questionnaire which is divided into three parts: introduction, questions about agile
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core practices and demographic questions. For each question we explain its
purpose.
¾
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Finally, in the last section of this chapter, we give a brief overview on how
we implemented the questionnaire and tell how the complete questionnaire
was validated.

CHAPTER

4

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION OF THE SURVEY

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the results of the conducted survey. Thereby,
after describing the conditions under which the survey was carried out, we illustrate
our findings from three different point of views, according to the survey objectives: 1.)
agile software development methods, 2.) agile core practices and 3.) relations between certain project types and agile development methods. The chapter then continues with a conclusion of the survey, before we finally close the chapter with a brief
summary.

4.1

Survey conditions
The survey has been online for two months under http://www.agilepractices.de, from
March 1, 2004 until April 30, 2004. Conveniently, there were no incidents that brought
the research project into serious danger. However, from 6352 e-mails we sent out to
software developing companies across the world, additional postings in several newsgroups and personal contacts, we got only 84 respondents (corresponding to a response
rate of less than 1.3%). As we suppose, one basic reason for this low response rate was
certainly the fact that it took about 40 minutes in average to complete the questionnaire. Besides, of many companies we only had general e-mail addresses or the e-mail
address of the human resources department which obviously did not always forward
our mail. Nevertheless, we are of the opinion that the responses we received are still
sufficient to draw some reliable conclusions because in absolute values we reached a
comparable response rate as it was reached by other master thesis projects (e.g. [Stickrodt04]. Moreover, besides to the answers to the questions we asked, we also got a
huge amount of valuable comments to almost each of the investigated practices. (We
will present the most noteworthy ones in chapter 4.2.2).

4.2

Data Analysis

4.2.1 Agile software development methods
Our investigations show that 55.9% of all involved projects use at least one of the investigated agile software development methods. Thereby, XP, FDD, RUP, Scrum and
AM are the five most popular agile software development methods (cf. figure 17). In
contrast to the other investigated methods, by being used by almost 40% of all investigated projects, XP seems to be an outstanding “winner”. XP being the most popular
agile software development method also correlates with our experiences that there is
much more literature available on XP than on any other agile software development
method. Nevertheless, there are still agile software development methods that were not
39

used by any of the projects investigated. These are: ADT (which is quite new), Crystal
(which is probably not yet regarded as complete because Crystal Yellow and Crystal
Red are still missing) and XBreed (which is also quite new and there is not yet much
information available). Figure 17 graphically illustrates the usage of the investigated
agile development methods.
Usage of investigated software development methods
38.6%

XP
14.5%

FDD

11.9%

RUP
7.2%

SCRUM

4.8%

AM
ISD

3.6%

DSDM

3.6%

ASD

3.6%

LSD

3.6%

ADT

0.0%

Crystal

0.0%

XBreed

0.0%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Fig. 17 Usage of investigated agile development methods, the percentages show the
percentage of all projects investigated
Unfortunately, due to the high amount of German projects involved (78.6%), it is impossible to give reasonable statements about the geographical distribution of the investigated agile software development methods. However, we found out that the vast majority of the participating projects using one or more agile software development
methods was developing commercial enterprise or e-commerce applications within a
company that has at least more than 2 years experiences in software development (cf.
appendix B). Consequently, these findings clearly reject an assumption that agile software development was only a matter for experimental environments. Instead, it seems
that agile software development methods have already begun to enter the professional
market – and there, agile software development methods will probably gain further
significance in future.
Concerning the quality that is produced by the investigated projects, we asked the respondents to rate the success of their project by two different points of view: 1.) by the
amount of defects in the final software product and 2.) by the user acceptance. In figure 18 and 19 we show for each agile development method that was used at least once
by the projects investigated as well as the non-agile development how the respondents
answered (see also appendix B). Thereby, each bar represents a number of respondents
and indicates by its color how these respondents answered (using the colors of a traffic
light). Examining both figures, we observed several circumstances:
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For all listed methods, except for XP and non-agile software development, there
is too little statistical evidence to reasonably compare the methods brought up.
The smaller the sample size, the more likely there is a bias in the estimation
[@Floyd02] and therefore, we have decided for the following to only consider
XP and the non-agile software development.



Looking at both XP and the non-agile software development, it looks as if both
development methods produce almost an equal quality of the final software product: the majority of the projects produces middle-quality software, being characterized by not exactly meeting its requirements and by still having some defects.
Thus, the brought up results show that XP does not by all means lead to completely defect-free software as one might get sometimes the impression when
reading publications of advocates of the agile movement.



Nevertheless, there seems to be slight evidence that XP better succeeds in fulfilling requirements than the non-agile approaches: while 13.5% of the non-agile
projects hardly met their requirements, this was done after all by 3.1% of the XP
projects.
Success by defects
non-agile
XP
FDD
RUP
Scrum
AM
ISD
DSDM
ASD
LSD
0

5

10
don't know

15

20

full of bugs

25

30

some bugs

35

40

no bugs

Fig. 18 Success of the investigated projects by defects

Success by user acceptance
non-agile
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FDD
RUP
Scrum
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ISD
DSDM
ASD
LSD
0
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don't know
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met requirements with exceptions

exactly met requirements

35

40

Fig. 19 Success of the investigated projects by user acceptance
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4.2.2 Agile core practices
In the following, we go into further detail with the investigated agile core practices and
present which experiences the respondents have revealed. Thereby, we group the practices again by the activities as introduced in 2.3.1. For each practice we briefly show
how the respondents said they would use the practice (cf. figure 20 and tables 12-20,
for concrete values cf. appendix C) and list the three most-responded benefits and
shortcomings (identified by the percentage of all respondents stating these benefits and
shortcomings). Besides, we bring up supplementary benefits and shortcomings that
were responded in addition to our pre-definition that seemed interesting to us and mention further comments made by respondents in cases we think that this was noteworthy. The following part might appear quite boring to some of the readers but to find out
the pros and cons of several practices was exactly one goal of this thesis. For those interested in the rather general findings of this thesis, we suggest to skip the next sections and to continue with section 4.3, conclusion of the survey.
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successfully practiced

better w ould have practiced

didn't fit

just didn't practice

don't know

Fig. 20 Illustration of practice usage
4.2.2.1

Pre-Project Analysis
Practice

Feasibility Analysis

Software Development
Method Evaluation

42

Benefits
%
is a basis for making decisions
69
assesses risks
59
collects and analyzes data
35
reduces the total project costs
n/a
establishes trust
n/a
Shortcomings
%
the feasibility of a project cannot always be stated
5
takes too much time
4
produces costs
1
Further comments
The results of the feasibility analysis might be influenced by
political interests of certain persons.
Benefits
%
supports the usage of an appropriate development
47
method
contributes to project success
35
supports resource planning
33
helps to continuously improve the development method
n/a
helps to save license costs
n/a
Shortcomings
%
does not guarantee to get the right method
5
takes too much time
2
the results might not be accepted by project members
2

Tab. 12 Analysis of pre-project analysis practices
4.2.2.2

Requirements Engineering
Practice

Ambassador User

Glossary

On-site Customer

Prototypes

Benefits
%
acts as negotiator between customer and developers
71
motivates other users
37
spreads information
36
makes decisions and resolves conflicts before
n/a
unnecessary requirements reach the developers
Shortcomings
%
is not able to avoid being subjective
5
is not able to fully grab the problems of domain(s)
4
is unlikely to represent all different viewpoints of the
4
stakeholders
Further comments
Some respondents proposed that the ambassador user should
have knowledge about software engineering.
Benefits
%
reduces misunderstandings
48
assures consistency within the project
41
works as a dictionary for special terms used in the
39
project
Shortcomings
%
requires too much efforts to set up and maintain
5
is usually outdated because things change too fast
4
is usually outdated / not existing because nobody feels
2
responsible
Further comments
A glossary, if available, has to be used by all employees.
Otherwise there is still the problem of one word being
understood in several meanings.
Benefits
%
avoids misunderstandings
55
increases / creates immediate feedback
53
improves team communication
35
lets the customer directly see the progress
n/a
is available for making ad-hoc decisions
n/a
Shortcomings
%
is limited in resources to be available on-site every day
12
only represents his own requirements and thus is not
11
representing the customer as a whole
is difficult to convince to be on-site together with the
5
developers
might lead to problems if the on-site customer does not
n/a
have knowledge in software engineering
Benefits
%
suggest improvements
61
help to explore the user's way to use the system
60
help to gain valuable experiences for the later
58
implementation
Users frequently fail to understand their own
n/a
requirements without first seeing an interpretation of
requirements embodied in a prototype
Shortcomings
%
trigger the illusion that a system is already complete
7
require too much time to be build
5

43

Requirements
Engineering over the
whole process

Requirements
Management

Usage Experts

are too expensive too be developed
4
Further comments
Prototypes let customers think, software development does not
require much time although the real implementation of the
system might take longer.
It is questionable if prototypes are needed in incremental
development.
Benefits
%
changing requirements are considered
69
the customer's requirements are met better
67
leads to higher customer satisfaction
57
Shortcomings
%
makes it difficult to estimate the costs of the project
6
bears the risk of losing the original scope
4
makes it difficult to plan an end date of the project
4
Further comments
Alternative: claim management and contract updating since
legal liability terms are not affected.
Benefits
%
important means for achieving quality
46
supports the management of changing requirements
45
supports the maintenance of requirements
42
reduces inconsistent requirements
n/a
supports testing activities
n/a
Shortcomings
%
has a poor costs/benefits ratio
4
can not be performed as requested because there are no
2
adequate tools available
produces too much documentation that is not used
2
Further comments
One respondent suggested that the requirements management
should be established before the contract is signed.
Benefits
%
facilitates short feedback cycles
51
is a primary contact person to get information on the
43
users' needs
leads to fewer mistakes
34
gives information about the usefulness of products
n/a
Shortcomings
%
bear the risk that his or her statements are taken for the
13
truth, although they are not
has to dig deeply into the business domain which is not
12
possible
does not represent the problems ordinary users may have
(because he already has a too deep knowledge of the
8
domain)
Further comments
Usage experts should be used only for problems related to
existing requirements since they often have completely new
ideas that deviate from the original requirements.

Tab. 13 Analysis of Requirements Engineering practices
4.2.2.3

Design
Practice
Benefits
are easy to use

44

%
11

CRC Cards

Design for
Maintainability

Design Mentor

Feature Teams

Parallel Modeling of a
same Model

give an overview on (the collaboration of) several
11
classes
improve the communication
10
Shortcomings
%
bear the risk of misunderstanding the system's scope
5
are not digitally saved, thus they cannot be easily
4
electronically distributed
cannot be used for large systems because the more cards,
2
the less can they be spread out on a table
are too troublesome and feel addward. They won't work
n/a
if there is not enough people in the team
Benefits
%
leads to maintainable software
67
reduces the life-cycle costs
54
improves the code quality
45
leads to an overview over the whole system
n/a
Shortcomings
%
bears the risk of losing the original scope
1
is too difficult because it cannot be foreseen what will be
1
needed
Benefits
%
disseminates his expert knowledge to less experienced
33
designers
improves the design and thus the quality of the software
30
product
is a contact point for designers to get advice
18
promotes design consistency across the entire product
n/a
Shortcomings
%
is not necessary if the designers are already experts in
8
designing
requires a person that has a deep knowledge on
7
designing as well as on the domain. Such a person is not
always available.
detains software architects to work on their problems
5
Benefits
%
focus on the users' requirements
24
bring solutions based on several different viewpoints
24
motivate an integrated way of thinking
22
Shortcomings
%
bear the risk that certain specialists are overloaded due to
11
too many team memberships
only focus on one specific feature, thereby neglecting
10
other features
bear the risk of involving too many people in a single
8
team
are too expensive
n/a
Benefits
%
helps to find a better solution than modeling only once
17
lets project members learn from their workmates
13
increases the experiences made
5
Shortcomings
%
costs too much money
20
requires to many persons
13
bears the risk that no "best" model can be chosen in the
7
end
Further comments
Does only work if the modeling activities are well moderated.
Benefits
%

45

Public Model
Presentation

Reuse Responsible

Shared Reusable
Components Inventory

Simple Models

46

improves the models since everybody is allowed to give
45
comments
improves the communication among the project
43
members
lets others learn from the used modeling techniques
39
Shortcomings
%
causes too many useless discussions
8
is only useful if models are explained. This is not
6
practicable.
is difficult to practice in virtual organizations
5
is not needed if the team is effectively communicating
n/a
Further comments
Might depend on the willingness of the customer to present the
solutions public.
Could also be used for the communication with the customer.
Benefits
%
avoids unnecessary extra work
24
enforces reusability of developed software components
24
prevents software architects/developers from having to
24
search for reusable components
Shortcomings
%
means too much overhead work. If a developer needs a
7
component, he is better advised to look for himself.
costs too much money
5
does not always know which kind of components the
2
developers need.
contradicts the avoiding of a know-how monopoly;
n/a
everybody in the team should be able to do almost
everything.
Further comments
There might be a problem if the reuse responsible is not
available (e.g. illness).
Benefits
%
reduces development costs
58
reduces development time
55
improves the quality of developed software products
43
promotes consistency and maintainability
n/a
Shortcomings
%
bears the risk of proposing components that do not fit
4
too often contains outdated components that do not
4
represent state-of-the-art
requires someone who maintains its content
2
Further comments
Reusability has to be planned from the beginning of any
development activities.
Benefits
%
are easier to understand and thus avoid
46
misunderstandings.
can be shown to the customer who will understand them. 35
can be created more quickly.
34
Shortcomings
%
often lack necessary information that has to be collected
2
in troublesome extra work.
are not usable because complex problems require
2
complex models.
prevent from discovering real issues.
2
Further comments
Simple models are more difficult to create than complex ones.

Testability
Consideration

Benefits
detects more defects
reduces testing time
shortens the time-to-market
lets defects be detected earlier
Shortcomings
Does not ensure that the models are actually testable
Requires advanced skills in testing techniques

%
53
45
27
n/a
%
1
1

Tab. 14 Analysis of design practices
4.2.2.4

Coding
Practice

Coding Standards

Collective Ownership

Configuration
Management

Individual Class (Code)
Ownership

Benefits
%
lead to a better maintainability
89
lead to a better understanding of the code
76
make the code more consistent
69
Shortcomings
%
None reported.
Further comments
There are tools that reformat the code automatically and
impose a standard.
Benefits
%
leads to an improvement in the code quality
51
lets programmers feel free to improve the software
49
raises the sense of solidarity
27
shares knowledge and responsibility
n/a
Shortcomings
%
bears the risk that working code is destroyed
22
is only useful if the programmers are knowledgeable
18
makes it difficult to control the performance of each
12
programmer
bears the risk of setting up too complicated rules
n/a
Further comments
Collective ownership should not mean that all developers are
anonymous since developers should be able to ask other
developers about features or functions.
Benefits
%
versioning
81
systematically controls changes to the software
60
configuration
traceability
59
rollback, merging, concurrent development
n/a
undo functionality when doing large refactorings
n/a
Shortcomings
%
is too expensive
2
is unjustified effort
1
requires an expert in configuration management
1
Benefits
%
clearly defines responsibilities
34
creates specialists for every piece of code
19
assigns the output of every programmer
13
Shortcomings
%
leads to significant differences in code quality
22
makes developers only focus on their "own" code
20
is dangerous because if the code's owner leaves, the
20
knowledge leaves as well

47

Pair Programming

Code Patterns

Refactoring

Small/Short Releases

48

discourages knowledge sharing
n/a
Further comments
Might lead to duplicated code since employee A does not dare
to modify code of employee B.
Benefits
%
better design, code, and testing
25
makes programmers learn faster
24
raises the sense of solidarity
22
makes the project more robust against exchange of team
n/a
members
less pressure and less stress
n/a
Shortcomings
%
does not pay off because the cost/benefit ratio is too bad
12
requires too much social skills
11
prevents programmers from writing code because they
8
are distracted by their partners
consumes too much time
n/a
programmers have to be cheap (students)
n/a
simple, more routine-like tasks are better performed
n/a
alone
Further comments
Citation of a respondent: “The most difficult is to convince
management and the customer that it is not wasted time and in
fact does not double the costs per hour, this is not easy.
Besides, documentation writing also does not work very well
in pairs.”
Benefits
%
provide a fast solution to certain problems
66
simplify the code
51
help programmers to concentrate on their real problems
47
promote consistency and use of well-tried solutions to
n/a
common problems
improve the communication among programmers
n/a
Shortcomings
%
are only useful if accepted and used by the programmers
2
are sometimes too difficult to understand
2
can only be used usefully if one has a common code
1
pattern base
bear the risk of over-engineering
n/a
Benefits
%
removes duplication
70
makes the code more simple
55
updates older code to be in line with newer requirements 49
raises the code quality
n/a
leads to maintainability
n/a
Shortcomings
%
can become dangerous in combination with collective
ownership when different employees change the code in n/a
different directions
Benefits
%
are reviewed more frequently by customers and thus
54
give more customer feedback
raise the quality of the software product
47
make the software product to be tested more frequently
45
allows customer to have better feel for progress and
more importantly to correct the direction or priorities
n/a
based on changes in business
Shortcomings
%

Spikes

Spontaneous Pairing

User Viewings

Worklist

make the customer confused
often show only limited functionality that bothers
annoy the customer
customer often does not have the time to look at the
releases
Further comments
Might lead to problems in fixed-budget projects because
customers could add requirements.
Benefits
give information on how to solve a specific problem
might be used for testing
raise the quality of the software product
give important information about feasibility,
performance and constraints; lead to better estimates
Shortcomings
are often written without being necessary
are often written very sloppy but still used later on in the
final system This again leads to a lower software quality
require too much time to write
Benefits
makes programmers learn from their workmates
good working atmosphere within the organization
motivates employees
Shortcomings
requires that pair programming is used
can only be practiced if people are open-minded towards
each other
requires that everybody knows about everything
Benefits
improve the communication between customer and
developers
show the customer what has been worked out
help to meet the customer's requirements
links the customer with the developers
Shortcomings
require too much additional effort to organize the
viewings
bear the risk of losing the original scope
detain the development team too much from their
original work
Benefits
supports the project management
clearly states which work is left
ensures that nothing is forgotten
gives developers concrete feeling of progress
Shortcomings
causes confusion if not maintained
is not a safe means to know that one has not forgotten
anything

7
6
5
n/a

%
48
39
28
n/a
%
7
6
6
%
31
25
23
%
11
10
8
%
61
58
49
n/a
%
5
2
1
%
81
81
70
n/a
%
1
1

Tab. 15 Analysis of coding practices
4.2.2.5

Testing
Practice
Automated Regression
Testing

Benefits
verifies changes to a system
saves resources

%
42
33

49

Continuous Testing

Integration Testing

System Testing

Unit Testing

prevents the problem of detecting defects manually
33
Shortcomings
%
is not practicable because it takes too long to write the
5
test cases
does not substitute manual testing
5
is only as good as the test cases are
4
Benefits
%
lets defects be detected earlier
77
ensures quality
48
saves testing costs
45
Shortcomings
%
bothers developers
1
costs too much money
1
requires too much time
1
Benefits
%
shows if software parts work together
74
can detect obvious failures quickly
45
saves money
20
raises the software quality
n/a
Shortcomings
%
requires efforts
1
makes it difficult to find and fix each defect
1
cannot be used to detect obscure defects
1
Benefits
%
validates the system as a whole
83
gives information on the performance of the system
59
detects defects
53
raises the software quality
n/a
Shortcomings
%
does not ensure that the software is free of defects
2
requires a certain system infrastructure that is not always
2
available
can not always be applied realistically because one does
2
not know how users will behave
Benefits
%
identifies defects closer to their source
66
identifies defects early in the software process
46
makes developers being less scared about changes
43
promotes reuse because there is more confidence in
n/a
components with unit tests, and you have usage
examples always at hand
acts as executable documentation of the system
n/a
Shortcomings
%
does not ensure software without defects
10
has to be accepted by the developers
7
requires a certain maintenance (test cases etc)
7
unit testing is very difficult to implement in practice, due
n/a
to things like I/O operations etc.
Further comments
The test cases can be used by developers as documentation.

Tab. 16 Analysis of testing practices
4.2.2.6

Transition
Practice
Benefits
validates the product

50

%
63

Beta Testing

Release Content
Announcements

improves the product
leads to higher customer satisfaction
reduces costs related to detecting defects later in
production which could also directly effect customer's
business
Shortcomings
can lead to problems if the beta testers do not test the
software properly and make false statements
requires testers that are willing to test the system
bears the risk of spoiling the image of a software product
Benefits
inform the users about what is new in the system
inform the users about which bugs have been removed
belong to a good software product
Shortcomings
are only useful if there is a big audience
require a platform where the announcements can be
published

57
50
n/a
%
5
4
2
%
76
69
61
%
1
1

Tab. 17 Analysis of transition practices
4.2.2.7

Organization
Practice

40-hour Week

Attention to
Communication Skills

Attention to Motivated
Employees

Benefits
is, if extended, a sign for problems in the development
enforces time management and discipline
assures a stable productivity
is a paramount to run a long time sustainable
development organization
Does not overtax employees
Shortcomings
is not suitable for projects being behind schedule
is not practicable because of a high competition in the
market
bears the risk of promising things that can not be fulfilled
later on
Benefits
makes it easier for project members to deal with conflict
situations
makes it easier for project members to bring up their
valuable ideas
improves the communication with the customer
Shortcomings
Does not ensure that the communication skills of the
projects members actually improve
Prevents project members from working on real projects
Might trigger the illusion that communication is
everything (neglecting the fact that e.g. code has still to
be written)
Benefits
improves the working atmosphere
facilitates team work
leads to a higher software product quality
Shortcomings
does not ensure that the motivation of the project
members actually increases
does not ensure software quality

%
40
28
28
n/a
n/a
%
14
10
8
%
46
41
41
%
5
2
1
%
59
53
52
%
5
4

51

Attention to Technical
Education

Explicitly Reflecting
upon the Lessons
Learned

Methodology-Tuning
Techniques

Reducing Intermediate
Work Products

Regular Sessions with
the Customer

Self-Organization of
Teams

52

Benefits
%
raises productivity
58
makes project members more valuable
45
ensures state-of-the-art development
43
leads to high-quality software
n/a
motivates employees
n/a
Shortcomings
%
requires that the project serves an environment in which
4
new techniques can be tested/used
does not ensure that gained knowledge is actually used
2
or even gained
costs too much money
1
Further comments
Knowledge about new techniques and methods does not by all
means mean an advantage because new techniques/methods
might not (yet) be mature enough.
Benefits
%
causes project members to think about their working
64
methods and thus to improve them
improves the (next) software development process
58
improves the communication within the team
55
helps project members to NOT repeat certain mistakes
n/a
Shortcomings
%
does not mean that one reflects upon the real issues of
1
the project
Benefits
%
improve the development process
45
help to find a right project-specific development
36
methodology
improve the communication among each other
25
Shortcomings
%
take too much time that might be used for more valuable
5
activities
are not usable if the working atmosphere is not good
4
enough
prevent project members from working on real projects
2
Benefits
%
saves time
43
reduces surplus work
42
makes project members to work more efficient
30
Shortcomings
%
bears the risk of losing important information
8
requires an identification of intermediate work products
6
that can be eliminated
destroys the communication within the team
6
Benefits
%
improve the communication with the customer
78
help to elicit requirements
75
ensures the customer's acceptance
71
Shortcomings
%
No shortcomings responded.
Benefits
%
Motivates the team members
49
Makes a team more flexible
47
Is better accepted by employees
37
Shortcomings
%
No shortcomings responded.
Further comments

Setting Templates and
Standards

Simple Tools

Visual Models

Citation of a respondent: “We had a self-selected team that
grew organically, this made for a highly motivated team.”
Benefits
Simplifies work
Make artifacts easier to understand
Ensure consistent work
Ensures maintainability
Shortcomings
only makes sense if they are in line with the project
members' needs
are only valuable if everybody knows that there is a
template/standard and how it should be used
require someone who sets up templates/standards
Benefits
simplify the development
are more accepted by employees
do not need a broad knowledge on how to use them
are more flexible
Shortcomings
often lack necessary functionality
are hardly accepted by users that are used to other tools
are too expensive
might lead to less productivity
Benefits
give a good overview
can be understood more quickly
improve the communication with the customer
fasten the communication among the developers
when used in team review/presentation, promotes a
focused discussion
Shortcomings
are often too hard to understand because one does not
know the notation type
often lack important information since it is not included
in the notation type
are often confusing since they are too big

%
64
63
61
n/a
%
5
4
4
%
55
47
45
n/a
%
11
5
1
n/a
%
61
60
36
n/a
n/a
%
4
4
4

Tab. 18 Analysis of organization practices
4.2.2.8

Project Management
Practice
Changing
Requirements are
considered

Criticality Levels

Benefits
leads to a better meeting of the customer's requirements
improves the quality of the software product
supports the communication between customer and
software architects/developers
Shortcomings
requires time
costs money
Benefits
help to prioritize several actions
explicitly denotes a required quality
help to prioritize several projects
Shortcomings
does not necessarily increase the software's quality
does not tell which actions have to be taken to raise the
software's quality

%
78
52
42
%
1
1
%
24
18
13
%
8
7

53

Planning Game

Project Size
Consideration

Resource Fixing
Before Functionality

Risk Assessment

Risk-Driven
Prioritizations

Story Cards

54

still bears the risk that the criticality of the project is
underestimated
Benefits
helps the customer to find what is really needed
is a good means to communicate with the customer
is a collective approach, customer and developers decide
together on the plan
Shortcomings
might be inefficient if no objectives are set for the
meeting
takes more time than traditional planning
requires an initial list of features (story cards) as basis
for the negotiations
Benefits
helps to better plan a project
gives guidelines on how to organize the project
gives guidelines to create real offers and budgets
Shortcomings
is usually done automatically There is no need to do it
explicitly
does not take into account other factors like the business
domain or the skills of the project members
bears the risk of being mislead
Benefits
fixes the costs of the project and its schedule
facilitates an easier planning for the developers
makes it easier for the customer to plan
leads to planning transparency
Shortcomings
bears the risk that the customer requires too much work
for the money
bears the risk that the customer will not get what he had
expected
bears the risk that projects are never completed (because
of contractual issues)
Benefits
assesses existing risks and prepares for them
is the basis for setting up contingency plans
helps to eliminate risks as soon as they come up
monitors risks and thus increases the likelihood of
success
Shortcomings
requires a broad knowledge of the domain
gives a feeling of being safe, although one is not
requires experts who know how to do beneficial risk
assessment
Benefits
avoid that the project runs out of schedule in the end of
the project
enforce the most critical parts to be done as early as
possible when there is still enough motivation
avoid that the scope of the project is lost
Shortcomings
bear the risk that risks are rated wrongly
might cause conflicts among different stakeholders
require time
might change the project plan
Benefits

4
%
30
29
25
%
7
7
6
%
49
48
40
%
2
2
2
%
47
41
24
n/a
%
6
6
4
%
54
45
42
n/a
%
1
1
1
%
42
35
31
%
5
4
2
n/a
%

Working Software as
Progress Metric

help to elicit the real requirements of the customer
enforce that features are not documented too complex
simplify the distribution of work
enhance the communication
Shortcomings
bother customers and developers
are not digitally saved, thus they cannot be easily
electronically distributed
are too small to be able to put on a complete feature that
a system shall provide
Benefits
is a simple indicator for the project progress
shows the work that has already been done
is easy to understand by the customer as well as the
developers
facilitates early tests
Shortcomings
is difficult to use because one has to exactly define what
is meant by "working software"
makes project members to work rather slower because it
resembles piece work
puts pressure upon the development team, neglecting
unforeseen difficulties

22
20
17
n/a
%
10
5
4
%
55
49
49
n/a
%
2
1
1

Tab. 19 Analysis of project management practices

4.2.3 Relations between project/company types and used
methods
Next, we investigate several relations between the type of the developing project (or
the type of the developing company, respectively) and the usage of agile software development methods. Thereby, for each correlation, we set up a hypothesis and try to
find out if this hypothesis holds true (at least for the scope of our survey). There are
probably much more hypotheses that would have been interesting to investigate but the
ones that we selected are as follows:





the older the programming languages used, the less likely are agile methods
used
the smaller the company, the more likely are agile methods used
the more quality standards, the less agile methods are used
the more experienced the company in software development, the more likely is
the company to use agile software development methods

In the following, we go into detail with each of these hypotheses.
4.2.3.1

Age of used programming languages ↔ likelihood to use agile methods

For the investigation of this relationship, we basically use the coefficient of correlation
[@Floyd02] as a means to determine if our hypotheses are valid. The coefficient of
correlation thereby describes how two statistical variables relate to each other by assigning the regarded relationship a value between -1 and 1.


If the coefficient of correlation is -1, then there is a strong negative relationship
between both variables, i.e. the higher one of these variables, the lower the other
and vice versa.
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If the coefficient of correlation is 0, then there is no relationship between both
variables. Increasing one variable does not necessarily mean that the other is also
in- or decreased. In this case, both variables are to be considered independent.



If the coefficient of correlation is 1, then there is a strong positive relationship between both variables, i.e. in such a case increasing one variable means that also
the other is increased.

In order to be able to relate the age of the used programming languages to the likelihood to use agile methods, it is first necessary that the ages of each investigated programming language are known. Table 20 shows these ages and the source of our information. In this table, we omitted the programming language “other(s)” that was
given as possible answer in the survey because for this option it is not possible to determine a certain age. Besides, for the C/C++ option we made the assumption that C++
is nowadays more used than C and thus, we took the year in which C++ was found,
1983, as the base for our calculations. However, C was found in 1978, so there is no
big difference anyway.
Since
1952
1957
1959
1983
1987
1989
1991
1991
1995
1995
1997
1997
2000

Language
Assembler
Fortran
Cobol
C/C++
Perl
ABAP
Visual Basic/VBA
Python
Java
Delphi
PHP
ASP
C#

Age
52
47
45
21
17
15
13
13
9
9
7
7
4

Source
[@Scherrer]
[Hayes]
[Hayes]
[@Durham]
[@Durham]
[@SAP]
[Hayes]
[@Durham]
[Hayes]
[@Durham]
[@PHPHistory]
[@Durham]
[@Durham]

Tab. 20 Ages of the investigated programming languages
Concerning the second variable of the relationship we want to investigate in this section, the likelihood to use agile methods, we decided to take the number of agile software development methods that are used per programming language. Hence, we assume the more agile software development methods are used, the higher the likelihood
to use agile methods. Table 21 shows to which frequencies of used agile methods we
have come and based upon these frequencies, we show in figure 21 a scatter plot that
illustrates the ages of the programming languages in relation to the agile method frequencies. Thereby, each point illustrates exactly one programming language.
Programming Language
Assembler
Fortran
Cobol
C/C++
Perl
ABAP
Visual Basic/VBA
Python
Java
Delphi
PHP
ASP
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is used with x agile methods
2
0
0
32
17
1
18
6
34
5
15
4

C#

9

Tab. 21 Ages of the investigated programming languages

Frequency of used agile
methods

40
35
30
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5
0
0
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50

60

Age of program m ing language

Fig. 21 Scatter plot: age of programming language → frequency of used agile
methods
Now calculating a coefficient of correlation of the data pairs as shown above, one gets
a coefficient of correlation of -0.403. Hence, interpreting this negative correlation, this
means that – at least if viewed only from a statistical viewpoint – our assumption that
the older the programming languages used, the less likely agile methods are used holds
true. However, if viewed from a more reasonable viewpoint, one has to take into account that there are only three data points that determine the negative correlation. As a
result, it is questionable if our findings are valid. In order to get more confidence into
our finding, it would be necessary to have investigated more languages that are 20-50
years old.
4.2.3.2

Company size ↔ likelihood to use agile methods

For the analysis of the relationship between the company size and the likelihood to use
agile software development methods, we counted for each company size (expressed by
its number of employees) how many agile methods are used with the specific size
(similar to the approach followed by in the previous section). Figure 22 shows the results.
Based on these results, it becomes obvious that there is rather a tendency of smaller
companies to use agile software development methods. However, agile software development methods are also used quite frequently in companies that have more than
1000 employees. The company sizes in which agile software development methods are
used least are the mid-size companies, i.e. companies having about 51 to 1000 employees. As a result, we cannot state that the smaller the company size, the more likely
the usage of agile methods.
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30
25
20
15
10
5
0

frequency
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10 and 50 51 and
22

32
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101 and

3

between more than
301 and
1000

4

4

11

Fig. 22 Frequencies of agile development methods used with different company
sizes (expressed by its number of employees)
4.2.3.3

Usage of quality standards ↔ likelihood to use agile methods

Another question we were interested in when writing this thesis was the relationship
between the usage of quality standards and the usage of agile methods. In order to analyze this relationship, we proceeded similar to the previous section. Figure 23 shows
how many agile methods are used in conjunction with certain types of quality standards.
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

frequency

no

ISO or
CMM(I)

other

both

dont know

51

8

1

0

16

Fig. 23 Frequencies of agile development methods used with different quality
certifications
Looking at the figure above, it becomes clear that a vast majority of software projects
that use agile methods is not performed within companies that are certified to one or
more quality standards. Thus, our assumption holds true that the less companies are
certified to a quality standard, the more likely they use agile software development
methods.
4.2.3.4

Software development experiences ↔ likelihood to use agile methods

Last but not least, in this section we investigate how the experiences of a company in
software development relate to the usage of agile software development methods. In
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order to do this, we again computed the frequencies of used agile methods; this time
per each possible answer in our survey concerning the software development experiences. Figure 24 illustrates the results.
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

less than 2
years

frequency

8

between 2 and between 6 and
5 years
10 years
28

15

more than 10
years
25

Fig. 24 Frequencies of agile development methods used with different experiences
in software development
As figure 24 shows, there is no experience level in which agile software development
methods are not used. However, agile methods are used particularly in the companies
that have either a 2 to 5 years experience or a more than 10 years experience in software development. Consequently, one cannot state that the more experience a company has in developing software, the more likely the usage of agile software development methods.

4.3

Conclusion of the Survey
As conclusion of the survey we draw that we have received lots of data that can be
analyzed by many different points of view. For the analysis above, we tried to get out
the most interesting points but we are also conscious that there is still information left
in the collected data that has not (yet) been discovered. Alas, the response rate we
achieved was much lower than expected (most probably because we required too much
time from our respondents). This low response rate finally led us to the fact that we
only could compare XP to the non-agile development. Nevertheless – and that is to our
opinion more beneficial than getting a higher response rate – we got many, on industrial experience basing comments to each of the investigated practice. These comments
give the chance to not only discover the benefits of each practice but also the chance of
becoming aware to certain pitfalls. Thus, we state that we have reached the survey’s
objective.

4.4

Summary
¾

In this chapter we show that XP, FDD, RUP, Scrum and AM are the five
most popular agile software development methods.

¾

We state that it seems that agile software development methods have already
entered the professional market and there will probably gain further significance in future.
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¾

Nevertheless, we demonstrate that XP and other agile methods are not a
cure-all, as it is sometimes suggested. Many of the XP projects investigated
still produce software that contains defects and does not exactly meet its requirements. Yet, there is slight evidence that XP projects better fulfill the requirements to a software product.

¾

For each of the investigated practice we list up the most striking benefits,
shortcomings and, if available, additional hints we received to the respective
practice.

¾

We show that there is a tendency that agile software development methods
are more likely to be used in conjunction with newer programming languages.

¾

Besides, we show that agile software development methods are especially
used either in small or large companies, usually not being certified to a quality standard and having either 2 to 5 or more than 10 years experiences in
software development.

CHAPTER

5

RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of chapter 5 is to give advises for practitioners to improve their own software development process based on the results of the conducted survey. In this chapter, we identify six recommendations as explained in the introduction. After explaining
the recommendations themselves, we finally close this chapter with a brief summary.

5.1

Introduction
The following recommendations are basically founded on several response rankings of
the investigated agile core practices (cf. appendix D) and their responded benefits and
shortcomings (cf. section 4.2). Thereby, we investigate the practices which were
ranked on the first ten ranks of the tables from Appendix D and their respective responded benefits and shortcomings from section 4.2. The only exception according to
the rankings we make is the practice public model presentation (cf. section 5.4) which
is ranked on position 13 of the table “ranking of better would have practiced practices”. We include public model presentation in spite of its rank since we consider this
agile core practice as important for the recommendation described in section 5.4.
After the analysis of the rankings and the benefits and shortcomings of the top-ten
practices, we try to categorize them into small groups with similar characteristics with
the help of the activities from section 2.3.1 and the benefits and shortcomings from
section 4.2. This classification results in six groups that are represented by the recommendations below.
Besides, we relate the illustrated recommendations to existing literature in order to
support our statements.

5.2

Establish a suitable requirements engineering
process
Requirements engineering is “a relatively new term which has been invented to cover
all the activities involved in discovering, documenting, and maintaining a set of requirements for a computer-based system” [KotSomm98]. It includes:


requirements elicitation – discovery of the requirements of all (important)
stakeholders by different techniques as e.g. interviews, workshops, etc.



requirements analysis and negotiation – analysis and negotiations with
stakeholders to prioritize requirements and taking decisions which requirements
are considered,
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requirements documentation – documentation of agreed requirements at an
appropriate level of detail



requirements validation – checking the consistency and the completeness of
requirements.



requirements management – used to deal with all the changes that might occur to
requirements (includes the traceability between certain requirements)

Requirements can thereby be seen as the foundation for the software to be developed
since all following activities of the software process fall back upon requirements.
Thus, the right set of right requirements is important for the success of a project in
view of customer satisfaction as well as other objectives as e.g. preserving the project
from budget overruns. [KotSomm98]
The table “ranking of successfully practiced practices” (cf. appendix D) shows how often the respondents rated a specific practice as a successfully practiced practice. Based
on these frequencies, we assigned to each practice a certain rank. Thereby, the lowest
number represents the highest rank (the practice that was obviously successfully practiced most).
According to this ranking, there are two requirements engineering practices that are responded as successfully practiced obviously quite often. These two requirements engineering practices are: 1.) changing requirements are considered, 2.) requirements engineering over the whole process. Due to the high ranking of these practices, it seems
that the thoughts of [KotSomm98] as mentioned above hold true for reality (because
otherwise if requirements engineering was not that important it would not be used that
much) and thus, we suggest that requirements engineering is indeed an important activity that should not be missed or neglected by software projects. As our survey
shows, the advantages of a well-established requirements engineering are: the customer’s requirements are usually met better, the quality of the software product is increased and therefore, the customers are more satisfied.

5.3

Test your software sufficiently and use
automated regression testing
The table “ranking of successfully practiced practices” (cf. appendix D) includes three
testing practices on top (and thus we recommend to use these practices): system testing, integration testing, and beta testing. System testing is used to test the final system
with regard to non-functional requirements, integration testing verifies how all pieces
of software work together, and beta testing is performed by real users in real environments to detect final defects. According to our survey, the shortcomings of these testing practices are insignificant; the main benefits (cf. section 4.2) are:


improvement of the software quality,



savings of project resources (e.g. money),



failure detection,



validation of the software.

Besides these three practices, we also want to stress on another testing practice: automated regression testing. Automated regression testing is an automated testing that is
performed after a defect has been “fixed”. Thereby, in most cases probably by using
unit tests, it is checked if the “fixed” defect really is fixed and if the software that
worked before the fix still works after the fix. [Sommerville00] states that fixes of de-
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fects often either introduce new defects into the software or do not fix the defect. Consequently, we recommend to use automated regression testing (which is by the way
supported by the fact that automated regression testing is on rank 1 of the “better
would have practiced” list). As the three most significant benefits of automated regression testing we received:


verification of changes made to a system,



savings of resources,



preventing problems of manual testing.

Nevertheless, it should not be neglected that automated regression testing can also be
unbeneficial because by automated regression testing, manual testing is still not substituted and automated regression testing can only be as good as the test cases (cf. section
4.2). Hence, the individuals who work with automated tests are still affecting the test
quality and therefore should carefully implement their test suites (e.g. by following a
methodology as proposed by [@Dustin]).

5.4

Communicate with the customer and your
workmates
Appropriate communication routines are necessary for several activities of software
engineering projects. E.g. the requirements elicitation technique interview requires
people who are able to identify the needs of the customer by posing suitable questions
[KotSomm98] as well as developers need sufficient information for implementing the
elicited requirements. Furthermore, the importance of communication is stressed by
the first value of agile software development methods: individuals and interactions
over processes and tools [@Manifesto01].
The table “ranking of better would have practiced practices” (cf. appendix D) contains
six practices on top that are closely related to communication aspects: regular sessions
with the customer, attention to communication skills, usage experts, user viewings, and
on-site customer. Besides, although on a lower rank, public model presentation relates
to communication as well. While by regular sessions with the customer the current
work is discussed by the customer and the project team; attention to communication
skills includes actions to improve the communication skills of project members; usage
experts know how users will use the software; user viewings allow the customer to
have a look at the software; and the on-site customer means the customer being located
on-site at the office of the project team in order to facilitate the communication between him and the developers. Public model presentation is used to make models public for all developers.
By using an on-site customer, the communication between the customer and the developers are improved and misunderstandings are avoided; however, the on-site customer
is usually limited in resources to be on-site every day (cf. section 4.2). We therefore
rather recommend using user viewings and regular sessions with the customer because
these two practices improve the communication as well and also help to meet the customer’s requirements and raise the user acceptance (cf. section 4.2).
When it comes to the communication within the development team, the practices attention to communication skills, usage experts (we consider usage experts as development
team members) and public model presentation can be used to improve the development activities. Usage experts facilitate short feedback cycles and are contact persons
for developers since they know about the user’s needs, although their statements could
be wrong (cf. section 4.2). Thus, we recommend using the practices attention to com-
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munication skills and public model presentation additionally due to the following
benefits (cf. section 4.2):


easier dealing with conflicts,



easier bringing up of ideas,



improved communication between the developers.

However, the public model presentation requires well explained models and discipline
of the developers because otherwise, they might trigger many useless discussions (cf.
section 4.2).

5.5

Consider risks for your project
The table “ranking of better would have practiced practices” (cf. appendix D) includes
both risk concerning practices on the upper ranks: risk assessment and risk-driven prioritizations. The practice risk assessment is used to analyze risks of the project and defines actions to go against them; by risk-driven prioritizations, high-risk items are addressed in the software process before low-risk items. Risk assessment and risk-driven
prioritizations can be beneficial due to (cf. section 4.2):


the preparation for risks,



contingency plans that can be set up,



the elimination of risks and therefore enhancement of the likelihood of success.

Concerning the shortcomings of these practices, we had to find out that the responses
we received are not significant enough. However, we want to mention that risks might
change the project plan by defining prioritizations and thus require a certain level of
flexibility. Furthermore, risks have to be analyzed in detail in order to set up contingency plans [Nicholas01], i.e. tasks have to be itemized in terms of affected resources.
Besides, it is necessary, that the risk assessments and risk-driven prioritization are continuously updated since information changes during a project.

5.6

Weigh the pros and cons of practices
Software is usually developed in different contexts. Each context including e.g. project
size, resources etc. has specific requirements, so e.g. software for nuclear power plants
focuses rather on reliability whereas game developers rather aspire to a short time to
market in order to be competitive. As the requirements of projects differ, not every
practice is suitable to fulfill these requirements. Thus, we suggest that practices should
be evaluated before they are used in the project.
The table “ranking of didn’t fit practices” contains on top the practices pair programming, spontaneous pairing, and individual class (code) ownership. Pair programming
is a coding practice where two developers together work on a task, spontaneous pairing is used to reach better communication by changing the pair programming teams
frequently, and by individual class (code) ownership, one class (piece of code) is assigned to one developer who is the only person allowed to change the code.
According to [@TheFreeDictionary], pair programming including spontaneous pairing
is twice as productive as one programmer when working on one task (only 15 percent
slower than two single programmers, and produces 15 percent less faults). Furthermore, as the respondents of our survey indicated (cf. section 4.2), pair programming
make projects more resistant against fluctuation, make programmers learn faster (espe-
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cially if the pairs rotate by spontaneous pairing), and improve design, code, and testing
activities. Nevertheless, pair programming requires work mates with social skills and
challenging tasks (cf. section 4.2), [@TheFreeDictionary]. If the project members are
not able to work in pairs and rather perform routine-like tasks, we rather suggest not to
use pair programming and spontaneous pairing since the cost/benefit ratio will probably be too bad. Hence, the usage of pair programming depends on the respective situation, its requirements, and the project members of the company what should be considered.
Another example for keeping attention to the usage of specific practices is individual
class (code) ownership. On the one hand, individual class (code) ownership assigns
clear responsibilities and leads to specialists for pieces of code, on the other hand the
code quality might differ and fluctuation or diseases make this practice risky since in
such cases the knowledge of the respective employees leaves as well (cf. section 4.2).
Therefore, if managers want to be able to better control the project, individual class
(code) ownership could help them in doing so. However, if managers rather want to
keep the knowledge in their project, they are probably better advised to use collective
ownership. Hence, besides the benefits, managers should also always consider the
shortcomings and risks that could endanger the success of the project and based on this
consideration choose the practices that suit best for their concrete situation.

5.7

Improve your processes continuously
Nowadays, more and more software companies apply quality standards such as CMM,
CMMI [@SEI] or ISO [ISO]. A typical feature of these quality standards is continuous
process improvement. Continuous software process improvement can be done in several ways, i.e. using different practices.
The table “ranking of just didn’t practice practices” (cf. appendix D) includes the practices CRC cards, story cards, and planning game on the first ranks. CRC cards is a design practice where each card represents one of the system’s classes to be developed;
CRC cards allow flexibly puzzling the system’s design. Story cards contain single features to be developed and can be used by customers and developers to negotiate on the
features and to set up a release plan. Story cards are as well as the planning game project management practices. The planning game is used to decide which feature is implemented in which release of the system, together with the customer. The usage of
these three practices could lead, as shown by the respondents of our survey, to the following benefits (cf. section 4.2):


better overview of the system’s classes,



improved communication with the customer,



avoiding complex documentation,



easier requirements elicitation.

Nevertheless, due to the paper format of the CRC cards and the story cards, the usage
of the cards might confuse customers and developers. Furthermore, the respondents of
our survey indicated that CRC cards and story cards are difficult to use for developing
large systems (cf. section 4.2).
However, if smaller systems are developed we recommend to use CRC cards, story
cards, and the planning game in order to improve the software development process
for the following reasons:
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All three practices are relatively easy to apply since they only require cards to
write on and participating stakeholders.



Almost half of the respondents did not practice CRC cards and story cards, almost one third did not practice planning game (cf. appendix D); thus, the usage of
these practices and the benefits mentioned above could lead to competitive advantages of the software company (e.g. by rationalizing the activities design and
project management through the simplicity mentioned before).



The usage of the practices might give hints how to improve the software process
in the future, i.e. project members might be open-minded towards fameless practices and process improvements in general.

Summary
¾

In this chapter we identify six recommendations based on the results of our
survey.

¾

We state that a suitable requirements engineering process is important for the
success of a project.

¾

After that, we show that sufficient testing and especially automated regression testing should be used to produce software with fewer defects.

¾

We explain that the communication within the development team as well as
the communication with the customer is essential for a good team work and
a high customer satisfaction.

¾

Next, we recommend to take risks into account since they endanger the success of the project.

¾

We advise to think about the practices that are (to be) used within the project
because projects and organizations are different. Not every practice that is
supposed to be beneficial in literature is still beneficial for a concrete project.

¾

Finally, we point out that software companies should try to continuously improve their own software development process in order to gain competitive
advantages.

CHAPTER

6

CONCLUSION

Chapter 6 is the last chapter of our thesis. In this chapter, we reflect upon its results
and state what we could have done better – now that we have more knowledge on
many aspects. Furthermore, we bring up some thoughts concerning further research
that is missed in this thesis.

6.1

Summary
In this thesis we have investigated the usage of several agile software development
methods as well as the usage of certain agile core practices. By conducting a survey,
we examined what makes these practices beneficial and what tends to make them
rather less suitable for certain situations. Based on the results, we finally set up some
recommendations for practitioners to reflect upon and improve their own software development process. Concerning these recommendations as well as the list of the investigated practices, we hope (and are almost sure) that there are some practices or ideas
contained which are worth at least thinking about.
Looking closer at the result of our survey, it is in our opinion remarkable that agile
methods are still no cure-all (as one sometimes might have the impression of when
reading publications of advocates of the agile movement) and that agile methods still
produce software that has deficiencies (although there is little evidence that at least XP
projects meet requirements better than traditional non-agile approaches, cf. section
4.2.1). It was interesting for us to see that some practices of which we particularly
thought that they were innovative and good for an implementation, obviously do not fit
for all contexts (as e.g. pair programming or collective ownership, cf. section 5.5).
Hence, we want to clearly state again at this point that it is no good advice to blindly
adopt certain practices. Rather, we recommend to thoroughly take the current situation
into account and to not forget to think about if there are any risks connected with the
usage of these practices. Nevertheless, the finding that certain practices do not fit for
one’s purpose should not necessarily mean that these practices must not be implemented. As [Beck00] states, there is still the possibility to introduce them together with
additional practices that (probably only by a side-effect) eliminate or reduce the shortcomings of this previously mentioned practice. So e.g. refactoring makes only sense if
automated regression testing is used as well, otherwise the risk is too high that the
software is unattendedly broken.
Besides, it was a nice feeling for us that at least some of our assumptions have confirmed to be true. So e.g. we predicted that automated regression testing would be a
strongly desired practice and as the survey has shown, it is indeed. (Just to give also an
example of an assumption which has not turned out to be true: the smaller the com-
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pany sizes, the more likely the usage of agile methods. The survey has shown that agile methods are particularly used by small and large companies.)
Nevertheless, this point is also the point for bringing up some self-critique. First of all,
we have to confess that there were still too many practices that we investigated. Investigating all these practices, it obviously took still too long to fill in our questionnaire
and that is probably why we have received only such a low response rate. Furthermore,
we probably would have ended up with a better list if we had planned more time for
the collection of the investigated practices and less lead time for the survey (so we
simply oversaw e.g. the test-first approach or stand-up meetings).

6.2

Further Research
After having read this thesis, yet some questions remain unanswered. First of all, we
want to mention that we now have investigated benefits and shortcomings of several
practices. However, little is still known about their concrete implementation and especially the pitfalls that are connected with these implementations (e.g. it would be interesting to know which steps have to be taken and when in order to successfully implement a certain practice). Although we got some few comments on this in the survey,
these are not sufficient.
Furthermore, still little is known about the benefits and shortcomings of agile core
practices in terms of concrete figures. Most of the benefits and shortcomings that we
received were rather generally described than concretely bringing up statements as e.g.
refactoring reduces the costs of change by 30-40%. However, we could imagine that
many practices will first become interesting to decision takers as soon as there are
concrete experiences in terms of concrete figures.
Besides, we had to limit the analysis of the survey’s results at some places since we
had too few respondents that were able give us information about their situation using
e.g. ASD, DSDM or LSD. It would be interesting to see in how far the agile methods
that could not be investigated in this thesis correspond and differ from XP (and nonagile approaches).
Last but not least, a validation of our results (probably conducted by other research
methods than the survey) would bring more certainty into the statements we brought
up in this thesis. Since we only received a low response rate, the possibility is high that
our results are biased and that especially the companies were responding that are advocating the agile movement or their ideas, respectively. Thus, it would be good to have
further investigations in order to validate our findings.
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Appendix B: Demographic data

Positions of the respondents

1.2%

8.3%

39.3%

23.8%

27.4%

project manager

developer

architect

other

tester

Responded software types

6.0%

2.4%

16.7%

56.0%
19.0%

enterprise

ecommerce

other

hardware

games

Motives to develop software

8.3%
13.1%

78.6%

commercial

opensource

noncommercial

XII

Usage of software development methods
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Percent

XP

FDD

RUP

SCRUM

AM

ASD

DSDM

ISD

LSD

OSD

Non-agile

38.1%

14.3%

11.9%

7.1%

4.8%

3.6%

3.6%

3.6%

3.6%

3.6%

44.1%

Development method

(multiple choices possible for agile methods, “non-agile” represents the percentage of all
respondents using none of the illustrated agile methods)

Usage of programming languages in respondent's projects
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Percent

C/C++

Java

other(s)

VB

Perl

PHP

C#

Delphi

ASP

Python

ABAP

Assembler

Cobol

38.1%

35.7%

27.4%

20.2%

15.5%

15.5%

13.1%

11.9%

7.1%

6.0%

3.6%

3.6%

1.2%

Programming language

(multiple choices possible)
Project sizes of the respondent's projects

3.6% 3.6% 1.2%
11.9%

52.4%
27.4%

up to 5 persons

up to 12 persons

up to 30 persons

more than 65 persons

up to 65 persons

only 1 person

Countries of the respondents
100.0%
80.0%
60.0%
40.0%
20.0%
0.0%
Percent

Germany

other

Austria

Australia

Sweden

USA

China

France

India

Switzerland

UK

78.6%

4.8%

3.6%

2.4%

2.4%

2.4%

1.2%

1.2%

1.2%

1.2%

1.2%

Country

XIII

Success of projects in terms of defects (frequencies)
method

don't know

non-agile
XP
FDD
RUP
Scrum
AM
LSD
ASD
DSDM
ISD

full of bugs

0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

some bugs

2
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

no bugs

29
25
10
6
5
2
2
3
3
3

6
5
1
3
0
1
0
0
0
0

Success of projects in terms of defects (frequencies)
method

don't
know

non-agile
XP
FDD
RUP
Scrum
AM
LSD
ASD
DSDM
ISD

hardly met
requirements

0
1
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

met requirements
with exceptions

5
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

exactly met
requirements

17
15
8
8
3
1
3
2
1
2

15
15
2
1
2
2
0
1
2
1

Lines of business of the respondent's projects

3.6%

2.4% 2.4%
2.4%

4.8%
10.7%
56.0%
17.9%

IT / communication systems

other

bank / insurance

manufacturing / chemical / pharma

energy / water

government

retail industry / wholesale

traffic / transport / logistics

XIV

Company sizes of the respondent's companies

9.5%

3.6%

6.0%

40.5%

15.5%
25.0%

betw een 10 and 50

less than 10

more than 1000

betw een 51 and 100

betw een 101 and 300

betw een 301 and 1000

Development experiences of the respondents

9.5%
40.5%

21.4%

28.6%

more than 10 years

betw een 2 and 5 years

betw een 6 and 10 years

less than 2 years

Quality certifications of the respondent's companies

2.4% 1.2%
14.3%

20.2%

61.9%

no

dont know

ISO or CMM(I)

both

other
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Appendix C: Practice Usage

Feasibility analysis
Software development method
evaluation
Ambassador user
Glossary
On-site customer
Prototypes
Requirements Engineering
over the whole process
Requirements Management
Usage experts
CRC Cards
Design for maintainability
Design mentor
Feature teams
Parallel modeling of a same
model
Public model presentation
Reuse responsible
Shared reusable components
inventory
Simple models
Testability consideration
Coding Standards
Collective Ownership
Configuration Management
Individual Class (Code) Ownership
Pair Programming
Code Patterns
Refactoring
Small/short releases
Spikes
Spontaneous Pairing
User Viewings
Worklist
Automated Regression Testing
Continuous Testing
Integration Testing
System Testing
Unit Testing
Beta Testing
Release Content Announcements
40-hour week
Attention to communication
skills
Attention to motivated employees
Attention to technical education

successfully
practiced

better would
have practiced

didn't
fit

just didn't
practice

don't
know

57,1%

20,2%

8,3%

11,9%

2,4%

41,7%

17,9%

7,1%

31,0%

2,4%

63,1%
36,9%
39,3%
61,9%

21,4%
16,7%
21,4%
7,1%

6,0%
7,1%
23,8%
15,5%

7,1%
35,7%
13,1%
14,3%

2,4%
3,6%
2,4%
1,2%

70,2%

11,9%

8,3%

7,1%

2,4%

47,6%
40,5%
7,1%
65,5%
20,2%
40,5%

23,8%
23,8%
10,7%
16,7%
16,7%
7,1%

7,1%
16,7%
15,5%
2,4%
19,0%
21,4%

16,7%
14,3%
44,0%
14,3%
36,9%
26,2%

4,8%
4,8%
22,6%
1,2%
7,1%
4,8%

14,3%

4,8%

26,2%

48,8%

6,0%

44,0%
25,0%

14,3%
13,1%

16,7%
15,5%

20,2%
38,1%

4,8%
8,3%

50,0%

14,3%

6,0%

26,2%

3,6%

56,0%
48,8%
85,7%
47,6%
78,6%

6,0%
19,0%
10,7%
13,1%
14,3%

9,5%
3,6%
0,0%
26,2%
2,4%

19,0%
27,4%
2,4%
11,9%
2,4%

9,5%
1,2%
1,2%
1,2%
2,4%

38,1%

1,2%

29,8%

27,4%

3,6%

26,2%
66,7%
65,5%
60,7%
48,8%
32,1%
53,6%
85,7%
35,7%
66,7%
67,9%
85,7%
63,1%
67,9%

3,6%
14,3%
15,5%
10,7%
9,5%
1,2%
21,4%
8,3%
29,8%
19,0%
19,0%
7,1%
13,1%
9,5%

29,8%
4,8%
3,6%
9,5%
13,1%
27,4%
4,8%
1,2%
8,3%
3,6%
3,6%
3,6%
11,9%
9,5%

38,1%
9,5%
13,1%
14,3%
21,4%
29,8%
17,9%
2,4%
23,8%
8,3%
4,8%
1,2%
8,3%
11,9%

2,4%
4,8%
2,4%
4,8%
7,1%
9,5%
2,4%
2,4%
2,4%
2,4%
4,8%
2,4%
3,6%
1,2%

70,2%

13,1%

2,4%

10,7%

3,6%

39,3%

13,1%

27,4%

17,9%

2,4%

41,7%

26,2%

10,7%

19,0%

2,4%

48,8%

22,6%

10,7%

17,9%

0,0%

53,6%

20,2%

4,8%

19,0%

2,4%

XVI

Explicitly reflecting upon the
lessons learned
Methodology-tuning techniques
Reducing intermediate work
products
Regular sessions with the
customer
Self-organization of teams
Setting templates and standards
Simple tools
Visual models
Changing requirements are
considered
Criticality Levels
Planning Game
Project size consideration
Resource fixing before functionality
Risk assessment
Risk-driven prioritizations
Story cards
Working software as progress
metric

63,1%

13,1%

4,8%

16,7%

2,4%

38,1%

17,9%

10,7%

28,6%

4,8%

41,7%

11,9%

22,6%

15,5%

8,3%

61,9%

28,6%

1,2%

7,1%

1,2%

50,0%

13,1%

17,9%

16,7%

2,4%

70,2%

11,9%

6,0%

7,1%

4,8%

60,7%
56,0%

11,9%
15,5%

11,9%
8,3%

9,5%
20,2%

6,0%
0,0%

78,6%

13,1%

2,4%

4,8%

1,2%

17,9%
28,6%
51,2%

11,9%
17,9%
15,5%

16,7%
15,5%
8,3%

41,7%
32,1%
21,4%

11,9%
6,0%
3,6%

54,8%

14,3%

11,9%

14,3%

4,8%

40,5%
36,9%
22,6%

28,6%
25,0%
13,1%

4,8%
11,9%
15,5%

22,6%
22,6%
40,5%

3,6%
3,6%
8,3%

52,4%

15,5%

9,5%

19,0%

3,6%
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Appendix D: Rankings
Ranking of “successfully practices“ practices
rank name
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
11
11
12
13
13
14
15
16
16
17
17
17
18
18
19
20
20
20
21
21
21
22
22
23
23
24
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Worklist
Coding Standards
System Testing
Changing requirements are considered
Configuration Management
Setting templates and standards
Release Content Announcements
Requirements Engineering over the whole process
Integration Testing
Beta Testing
Continuous Testing
Code Patterns
Design for maintainability
Refactoring
Unit Testing
Ambassador user
Explicitly reflecting upon the lessons learned
Prototypes
Regular sessions with the customer
Simple tools
Small/short releases
Feasibility analysis
Visual models
Simple models
Resource fixing before functionality
Attention to technical education
User Viewings
Working software as progress metric
Project size consideration
Shared reusable components inventory
Self-organization of teams
Testability consideration
Spikes
Attention to motivated employees
Collective Ownership
Requirements Management
Public model presentation
Reducing intermediate work products
Software development method evaluation
Attention to communication skills
Risk assessment
Feature teams
Usage experts
On-site customer
40-hour week
Individual Class (Code) Ownership
Methodology-tuning techniques
Risk-driven prioritizations
Glossary
Automated Regression Testing
Spontaneous Pairing
Planning Game
Pair Programming
Reuse responsible
Story cards
Design mentor
Criticality Levels
Parallel modeling of a same model

frequency
72
72
72
66
66
59
59
59
57
57
56
56
55
55
53
53
53
52
52
51
51
48
47
47
46
45
45
44
43
42
42
41
41
41
40
40
37
35
35
35
34
34
34
33
33
32
32
31
31
30
27
24
22
21
19
17
15
12
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34

CRC Cards

Ranking of “better would have practiced“ practices
rank name
1
2
2
3
4
5
5
6
7
7
7
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
17
17
18
19
19
19
20
21
22
23

Automated Regression Testing
Regular sessions with the customer
Risk assessment
Attention to communication skills
Risk-driven prioritizations
Usage experts
Requirements Management
Attention to motivated employees
User Viewings
Ambassador user
On-site customer
Feasibility analysis
Attention to technical education
Continuous Testing
Integration Testing
Testability consideration
Methodology-tuning techniques
Planning Game
Software development method evaluation
Glossary
Design mentor
Design for maintainability
Project size consideration
Visual models
Refactoring
Working software as progress metric
Public model presentation
Configuration Management
Shared reusable components inventory
Resource fixing before functionality
40-hour week
Unit Testing
Story cards
Changing requirements are considered
Release Content Announcements
Collective Ownership
Reuse responsible
Self-organization of teams
Explicitly reflecting upon the lessons learned
Simple tools
Criticality Levels
Reducing intermediate work products
Setting templates and standards
Requirements Engineering over the whole process
Coding Standards
CRC Cards
Small/short releases
Beta Testing
Spikes
Worklist
Prototypes
Feature teams
System Testing
Simple models
Parallel modeling of a same model
Pair Programming
Individual Class (Code) Ownership

6

frequency
25
24
24
22
21
20
20
19
18
18
18
17
17
16
16
16
15
15
15
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
8
8
7
6
6
6
5
4
3
1
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23

Spontaneous Pairing

Ranking of “didn’t fit“ practices
rank name
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
11
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
20
20
20
20
21
21

Pair Programming
Individual Class (Code) Ownership
40-hour week
Spontaneous Pairing
Parallel modeling of a same model
Collective Ownership
On-site customer
Reducing intermediate work products
Feature teams
Design mentor
Self-organization of teams
Usage experts
Criticality Levels
Public model presentation
CRC Cards
Planning Game
Prototypes
Reuse responsible
Story cards
Spikes
Unit Testing
Resource fixing before functionality
Risk-driven prioritizations
Simple tools
Methodology-tuning techniques
Attention to communication skills
Attention to motivated employees
Beta Testing
Working software as progress metric
Small/short releases
Simple models
Project size consideration
Visual models
Feasibility analysis
Requirements Engineering over the whole process
Automated Regression Testing
Requirements Management
Glossary
Ambassador user
Shared reusable components inventory
Setting templates and standards
Attention to technical education
Explicitly reflecting upon the lessons learned
Risk assessment
Code Patterns
User Viewings
Continuous Testing
System Testing
Integration Testing
Refactoring
Testability consideration
Configuration Management
Design for maintainability
Changing requirements are considered
Release Content Announcements
Worklist
Regular sessions with the customer

1

frequency
25
25
23
23
22
22
20
19
18
16
15
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
11
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1

XX

Ranking of “just didn’t practice“ practices
rank name
1
2
3
4
5
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12
13
13
14
15
15
16
16
17
17
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
20
20
20
21
22
22
22
22
22
23
23
24
24
24
25
26
26
27
27
28
28
28
28
29
29
30
30
30

Parallel modeling of a same model
CRC Cards
Criticality Levels
Story cards
Reuse responsible
Pair Programming
Design mentor
Glossary
Planning Game
Software development method evaluation
Spontaneous Pairing
Methodology-tuning techniques
Individual Class (Code) Ownership
Testability consideration
Shared reusable components inventory
Feature teams
Automated Regression Testing
Risk-driven prioritizations
Risk assessment
Project size consideration
Spikes
Public model presentation
Visual models
Simple models
Attention to communication skills
Attention to technical education
Working software as progress metric
Attention to motivated employees
User Viewings
40-hour week
Requirements Management
Self-organization of teams
Explicitly reflecting upon the lessons learned
Reducing intermediate work products
Usage experts
Resource fixing before functionality
Small/short releases
Design for maintainability
Prototypes
On-site customer
Refactoring
Collective Ownership
Beta Testing
Feasibility analysis
Release Content Announcements
Code Patterns
Simple tools
Continuous Testing
Unit Testing
Ambassador user
Requirements Engineering over the whole process
Regular sessions with the customer
Setting templates and standards
Integration Testing
Changing requirements are considered
Worklist
Coding Standards
Configuration Management

frequency
41
37
35
34
32
32
31
30
27
26
25
24
23
23
22
22
20
19
19
18
18
17
17
16
16
16
16
15
15
15
14
14
14
13
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
10
10
10
9
8
8
7
7
6
6
6
6
4
4
2
2
2
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